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INTRODUCTION

In the middle of the 1950's the Soviet threat to United

States technological superiority created considerable dis-

cussion about whether this country had a shortage of engin-

eers and natural scientists. Among the reactions to this

threat were the funding of a major American space program

and expansion of enrollments in the engineering schools. A

decade later, however, unemployment among engineers and sci-

entists was a national manpower issue for by the end of the

1960's funding for the space program had declined and the

growth in enrollments in engineering schools had ended.

The rate of unemployment among engineers increased from 0.7

per cent to 2.9 per cent between 1967 and 1971, an increase

much higher than that for all professionals. At the begin-

ning of the 1970's newspaper and magazine articles reported

the problems of unemployed engineers and scientists. These

articles asserted that middle-aged engineers and scientists

faced serious re-employment problems, experiencing long per-

iods of unemployment and finally accepting inferior jobs.

The purpose of this study is to provide some answers

to the many assertions that have been made about the labor

market for engineers and to present recommendaions for

1
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policies and programs in both the public and private sectors.

These answers and recommendations are principally based on

the results of a decade of research studies and demonstration

projl,cts funded by the Office of Research and Development

(ORD), Manpower Administration, U. S. Department of Labor

(DOL). This report is the author's own synthesis of projects

supported by the Manpower Administration. Several additional

sources are referred to; however, this project is not in-

tended to cover the extensive literature on the subject.

This study is also confined to the labor market for engineers.

Data on this topic often includes three occupational groups:

engineers, scientists and technicians, or, what are often

referred to as scientific and technical personnel. The

literature in some cases does not make a distinction among

the different occupations and this study will occasionally

cross occupations. The definition of an engineer used in

this study approximates the definition used by the U. S.

Department of Labor: that part of the labor force that

has classified itself as an engineer or whose most recent

employment has been in a firm-classified engineering

position. This definition does not necessarily coincide

with definitions employed by other studies or institutions.

The emphasis is also on the manpower issues of unemploy-

ment and reemployment although it is recognized that the

2



largest proportion of the engineering labor force is

employed during any particular time period.

This study presents its recommendations in the first

chapter. The following chapters examine the labor market

experience of engineers from recruitment to layoff, job

search and reemployment. Training and skill obsolescence

is also discussed as well as national manpower programs to

assist reemployment.

3



I. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are a result of this

study and are addressed to several parties, .1:n alphabet-

ical order, who are concerned with the labor market for

engineers. No attempt has been made to place the recom-

mendations in order of importance and in some cases the

recommendations cut across interested groups. The chap-

ters following this one present the evidence and experi-

ence urn which these recommendations are based as well

conclusions and additional specific recommendations.

Education

1. Support efforts towards a single, general undergrad-

uate degree in engineering. This would allow for

greater flexibility in the undergraduate prop:am and

in mid-career changes.

2. Stress skills and training that are transferable among

tasks and occupations since there is transferability

among engineering specialties and considerable advance-

ment to supervision and administration. This would

permit unemployed, mid-career engineers increased flex-

ibility in administrative openings.

3. Increase cooperation with public and private agencies

4



and companies directed at mid-career programs and

in-plant training.

4. Continue use of projections for institutional planning.

Employers

1. Adopt portable pension programs and early vesting in

programs. This would reduce turnover and decrease

mid-career recruiting costs.

2. Establish a stand-by program to aid the re-employment

efforts of discharged engineers. This program to

include publicity, facilities and furnishing of

evaluations.

3. Encourage recruitment and transfer across specialties.

There is evidence that engineering skills are transfer-

able among engineering tasks.

4. Revise performance ratings and evaluations to reflect

the contributions in administration and supervision.

5. Develop the capability and use of forecasts; particular-

ly the relationship between engineering inputs and the

final product.

6. Cooperate with public, local manpower agencies during

changes in manpower requirements for training, recruit-

ment and layoffs.

7. Support efforts for a single undergraduate degree.

8. Encourage transfer for mid-career engineers between

5



work sites and tasks.

9. Small, young or growing firms should consider the re-

cruitment of mid-career engineers with administrative

experience in addition to the use of internal promotion.

10. Consider recruitment of engineers from aerospace - defense

firms whose former salaries and skill requirements are

not different from civilian oriented firms.

Engineers

1. Non-degree engineers should gain the first undergraduate

degree. This is particularly important for reemploy-

ment.

Z. Continuing, formal education is most important for

internal promotion and transfers. It is not a solution

to prevention of layoffs or early reemployment.

3. Support efforts towards portable pension programs and

early vesting in programs.

4. Increase protessionai and personal contacts during

the career as an important aid in case of discharge.

Engineering Societies

1. Support efforts towards portable pension plans and

early vesting of employers' contributions to equalize

the employers' costs of recruitment of new graduates

and layoff of mid-career personnel.

6



2. Support efforts towards a single, general undergraduate

degree in engineering since there is already consider-

able transferability during employment.

3. Devote additional resources to the issues of mid-career

employment and reemployment.

Public Officials

1. Use manpower projections in budget decisions. Year-

to-year changes in federal priorities are small; how-

ever, they have a large employment effect on engineer-

ing.

2. Unemployment among engineers is not simply an aerospace-

defense expenditures problem. Future manpower programs

should not be confined to former aerospace-defense

personnel nor to geographic areas of highest overall

unemployment which do not usually coincide with areas

of high engineering unemployment.

3. Encouragement of portable pension plans across compan-

ies and requirement for uniform, early vesting.

4. Require employers who receive contracts or subcontracts

above a stated amount to prepare standby programs to

aid the reemployment of discharged engineers. These

programs to include publicity, use of facilities and

the furnishing of evaluations.

5. Require evaluations of prior efforts and experience

7



during consideration of legislation concerning engin-

eering manpower.

6. Federal contracts and priorities should provide for the

longest feasible planning period. This is important

for both the individual firm's manpower adjustment and

to allow public manpower agencies to make commitments

for employment and reemployment efforts.

Manpower Agencies

1. Programs addressed to engineering unemployment should

not be limited by industry of prior employment.

2. During the innovation and evaluation of new programs,

the results of prior research and demonstration projects

should be employed. Where on-going programs are being

considered for expansion or renewal summary data and

progress reports should be requested and consulted.

3. Programs whose objective is reorientation to non-

engineering related tasks are unsuccessful; however,

programs where new tasks resedble previous engineering

work are successful. Specific training is more suc-

cessful than general training.

4. Local manpower agencies who are responsible for plan-

ning the use of revenue sharing funds should devote

resources to the segmented labor market for engineers

rather than depend on national treatment. The early

8



response of engineering unemployment to favorable gen-

eral economic conditions inhibits the continuation of

national efforts; engineering unemployment, however,

may remain an important local issue.

5. Forecasting for engineering manpower has been concen-

trated at the national level. To increase the use of

local resources the engineering forecasters should de-

vote their attention to regional and local markets.

6. Demonstration projects that include labor market in-

formation systems should also explore the possibility

of the continuation of the information system by trans-

fer to an operating program, either public or private.

7. The success of placement after training or orientation

is closely related to prior placement efforts. Con-

tractors should emphasize pre-training placement. Ef-

forts should also be made to provide for an employment

history following training and for a rigorous evaluation.

8. Operating programs should establish an evaluation pro-

cedure at the outset.

9. Self-help and placement efforts should be encouraged.

Continuity should be provided through a supported cadre.

These groups also provide emotional support.

10. Use of personnel in job development from those industries

and occupations in which job placements are sought should

be encouraged.

9



11. The Bureau of Labor Statistics should continue its

time-series on engineers and scientists and encourage

all states to develop their own data. When the states

have this capability the national series should be con-

tinued based on state data.

12. Any computer based job information system should include

the capability to classify and report by experience

which is important in the reemployment of mid-career

engineers.

13. The National Registry for Engineers duplicated and

competed poorly with the public Employment Service.

Incentives should be established for cooperation between

the alternative labor market information systems, i.e.,

credit should be provided for referrals.

14. A national registry cannot rely solely on direct appli-

cations. Provision should also be made for "feedback"

on placements, referrals, status of orders and applicants.

15. Continuous time - series data on engineering employment

should include breakdowns by geography, vacancies and

engineering experience.

16. Use of individual training grants in engineering as

subsidies for employment should be encouraged.

10



Researchers

1. Investigation of how firms make internal adjustments

to changes in engineering manpower requirements.

2. Investigation of the application of engineering skills

to non-engineering tasks.

3. Investigation of the job search process to include

the clarification of alternative channels, the timing

in their use and relative roles in placement.
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II. AN OVERVIEW

Employment in Engineering

The engineer in his work and personal life style char-

acterized the American dream of the post-war period and the

expansion of the U. S. economy in the 1950's and the beginning

of the 1960's. Engineers were white-collar professionals

often employed in large technically oriented organizations

which housed their employees in glass enclosed, air-

conditioned sites. Many drove home in the evening to two-

car garages to be surrounded by other glass walls and air

conditioning. This style appeared to be everybody's goal

and the direction in which the country was going. The dream,

however, was altered for many Americans during the 1960's

and the engineer has not been spared the difficulties of

disillusion and reevaluation that has overtaken other groups

in our society.

Engineers have suffered from cyclical unemployment for

job opportunities for engineers depend both on the health of

the general economy as well as national priorities. Engineers

in our technical society are employed in many product and ser-

vice areas with the highest concentration in construction (12

per cent) followed by aircraft and space (10 per cent). This
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dispersion of job opportunities means that engineers are

affected by general downturns kn the economy. At the same

time the concentration in aircraft and space and related in-

dustries has meant that engineers are also affected by changes

in federal expenditures for defense and space production, re-

search and development. Forty-four per cent of the engineers

in a 1971 survey reported that their jobs depended in part on

federal funds.

When a general downturn in the economy coincides with

a shift in national priorities the result is a lack of job

opportunities for engineers. This happened in 1963-1964 and

again in 1970-1971. In both periods changes in defense pur-

chases were part of a larger national strategy to lower de-

fense commitments or reduce inflationary pressures.

Our market-oriented economy concentrates most of its ef-

forts in the production of goods and services and consider-

ably less in research. This allocation of the nation's re-

sources has meant that the largest proportion of engineers

are employed in production and operations. Ranked on the

basis of specialization engineers are in Civil, Mechanical,

Electrical, Electronics and Aerospace.
1 These specializations,

1This ranking is from the 1971 NSF study based on a
sample of the membership of the engineering societies. The
1970 Census reported that 34.4 per cent of the self-classified
male engineers did not possess the first degree.
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however, do not limit engineers and there is a considerable

amount of crossing-over among specializations and tasks.

Finally, the central importance of the large and complex

organization to our economy has meant that many engineers

move into management and administration during their careers.

American firms that employ engineers substitute among

specializations and between skill levels. These substitu-

tions are a response to short-term changes in manpower re-

quirements and internal personnel practices. Companies would

rather &Aft employees and their tasks around than pay the

costs of recruitment or layoff. As a consequence, firms may

substitute technicians for graduate engineers, inexperienced

engineers for experienced personnel and technicians' talents

for that of a graduate engineer. An NSF study reported that

11 per. cent of the engineers held less than a Bachelor's

degree.

Two separate labor markets for engineers exist side by

side. One, the market for new college graduates who are re-

cruited on the campuses and the other, the market for mid-

career engineers who are recruited by operating personnel

through direct application. Both of these markets went

through a celebrity period after the first Russian space

probes. The public was told that campus recruiting for top

seniors in engineering equalled the recruitment for outstand-

ing athletes and experienced engineers were said to be lured

14



away from one company to another with lucrative offers.

Expansion in engineering enrollments followed public opin-

ion.

The engineering profession, unfortunately, became a

victim, in some sense, of its own press releases. Lack of

job opportunities for engineers in the middle of the 1960's

and at the beginning of the 1970's left unemployed engineers

bitter and disillusioned. They had come to believe that they

were an important resource and that the most technically

sophisticated country in the world needed their services for

its continued growth Engineers expected the federal govern-

ment to step in and provide aid and jobs; this was particular-

ly true in aerospace-defense. Unemployed mid-career engineers

who had moved into supervision and administration found re-

employment extremely difficult since companies prefer to pro-

mote to management positions from within the firm. The En-

gineers Joint Council in 1971 reported the average duration

of unemployment as 30 weeks. This higher rate is contrasted

with 14 weeks of unemployment reported nationally for all

professional and managerial workers, many of whom are self-

employed, in the same year.

When engineers went to look for jobs they sought work

among their personal contacts in the immediate geographical

area. In many cases this coincided with the preferences of

firms to recruit through informal leads and in the immediate

15



area; however, it also limited job search. Unemployed

engineers, particularly those from aerospace-defense, found

that prospective employers in other industries were reluc-

tant to hire from outside their own industry. There was a

strong feeling that aerospace-defense engineers were not

cost-effective and were accustomed to cost-overruns and

higher salaries. Engineering salaries, however, are roughly

similar across product groups and within labor markets firms

prefer to pay the going rate without getting too far out of

line on salaries. The Engineers Joint Council reported that

55 per cent of all engineers in manufacturing in 1970 had an

annual income between $10,800 and $16,800. This is similar

to one report's $16,000 Eor mid-career engineers in aerospace-

defense.

Finally, there was the matter of age and the problem of

being over-the-hill. As the nation moved into the 1970's,

many engineers who had recently faced manpower reductions in

their departments and unemployment were wondering where the

American dream had gone sour and if they weren't being;

trrded in for a new foreign model.

The Literature

Theoretical Studies. The theoretical literature has

concentrated on two issues, the shortage or surplus ouestion

and w'lether the lbor market is similar to or different from
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labor markets for other occupations. Blank and Stigler (11)

defined an engineering shortage as one which exists when,

...the number of workers available increases less rapidly than

the number demanded at the salary level paid in the recent

past...," and their shortage test consisted of a comparison of

the earnings of engineers with the earnings of other profession-

al groups and wage earners. They found that since 1929 engin-

eering salaries have decreased substantially relative to all

wage earners and to incomes of independent professional prac-

titioners and concluded that no shortage had existed at least

up to 1955. Arrow and Capron (4) accepted the principle that

price increases occur, in a shortage situation and devoted their

a::tention to the dynamics of labor market adjustments which they

felt were most important for engineers in the post-Korean period.

They identified several factors which affect the size of the

shortage and contended that the reactions of the engineering

labor market were slower than other labor markets. Hansen (30)

re-examined Blank and Stigler's (11) data and added two addi-

tional years. He concluded that for other than beginning en-

gineers, market conditions had been one of surplus. In a later

paper, (29) however, he concluded that employers viewed the

future market as having a shortage. Finally, Folk (21) empha-

sized starting salaries and extended relative earnings to 1964.

He concluded that employers of engineers are adverse to the bid-

ding up of salaries and consequently salaries were a poor meas-

ure of the state of the labor market. With the use of vacancy

17



data he concluded that excess demand in the middle and late

1950's tapered off in the 1960's.

The theoretical discussion of the labor market for en-

gineers and scientists also concentrates on the question of

whether the market is national in scope or whether there are

a number of barriers to occupational and geographical movement.

Folk (21) concluded that the market for new college graduates

may be wide; however, the experienced engineer is less flexible

and not mobile and faces a disorganized market. Myers (43)

stated that the labor market for engineers and scientists is a

number of sub-markets. Freeman (23) examines the effects of

technology on scientists and engineers and their labor market.

He states that from 1950 to i960 the labor market strongly

favored highly skilled workers; however, this changed from 1960

to 1968. His analysis is based on the assumption that scientific

and engineering manpower is employed in a number of sub-markets

which are related to where research activity is being undertaken

rrad which firms employ young scientists and engineers trained in

the latest techniques. Scherer (64), in an earlier effort, also

focused on the relationship between innovations and the employ-

ment of scientists and engineers and concluded that those indus-

tries with a high employment of engineers and scientists were

most likely to innovate.

impirical Evidence. In the middle of the 1960's, prior

to the Vietnam defense buildup, many defense contracts were

13



cancelled or terminated and large numbers of engineers became

unemployed. The Department of Labor (DOL) and the Arms Con-

trol and Disarmament Agency (ACDA) became concerned about the

manpower effects of contract termination and cancellation and

funded several labor market studies. The work of Bain, 0)

Loomba, (38) Mooney (41) and Fishman (17) provide evidence from

this period. At the end of the 1960's reductions in expendi-

tures for defense and space programs again resulted in large-

scale unemployment of engineers and the Department of Labor and

tbe National Aeronautical and Space Agency (NASA) funded several

labor market studies. The research of Allen, (1) Battelle, (6)

Brown, (12) Thompson, (72) Turner and qhitaker (73) and

Roderick (62) provide recent evidence.

The research methods of the individual layoff studies .

were an interview, usually by mail questionnaire, of a sample

of laid-off engineers and scientists from an aerospace-defense

plant. The questionnaires sought personal and economic data

including: age, sex, marital and family status, education,

income prior to layoff, duration of unemployment, methods of

job search and reemployment experience. Analysis of the data

often consisted of attempts to determine how the personal and

skills characteristics of engineers and scientists affected

tbeir efforts to find work. Table 1 presents a listing of the
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Table 1. Labor Market Studies

Sample Company and Location Source of
Study Datea Sizeb of Layoff Data
Allen 1972 1,601 6 companies - S. Calif. Mail Survey

Bain 1967 1,463 Hughes - Arizona Mail Survey

Battelle 1971 2,519 21 plants, 7 companies: Mail Survey
Bendix - Florida and
Boeing - South Telephone
Chrysler - South
Grumman - New York
McDonnel Douglass -

Calif. & Florida
North American Rockwell -

Calif. & Florida
RCA - New Jersey

Thrownc 1972 718 South, New York, Mail Survey
California and

Telephone

Fishman, 1968 2,816 Boeing - Washington Mail Survey
at al.d 2,051 Martin - Colorado and personal

2,306 Republic - New York interview

Loomba 1967 733 Northern California Mail Survey

Mooney 1965 320 8 companies - Mass. Mail Survey

Roderick 1969 21 companies - Personal
national interviews

and company
records

Thompson 1972 480 8 companies - Mass., Mail Survey
N.J., S. Calif., Wash. and personal

interview

Turner and 1972 405 7 companies - Florida Mail Survey
Whitaker

a Date of final report.
b Average number of responses to questionnaire.
c Data for this study was gathered by the Battelle study and

supplementary data gathered by the Census Bureau.
d Data gathered by three previous studies for ACDA.
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reemployment projects used in this study.

At the beginning of the 1970's the Department of Labor

also supported two demonstration projects, the Aerospace Em-

ployment Project (AEP), (40, 69, 70, 71, 86) and the American

Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Employment Workshops

(':IAA Employment Tlorkshops), (3). Table 2 presents a listing

oz these two demonstration projects that provide further data.

Finally, federal funds supported two operating pro-

grams which provide further data on the labor market for en-

gineers, the Technology Mobilization and Reemployment Program

for Engineers, Scientists and Technicians (TMRP), (83, 84) and

the National Registry for Engineers. TMRP included the Volun-

teer Engineers, Scientists and Technicians (VEST), the Skills

Conversion Program (53) and the Technology Utilization Project

(L,2). Table 3 presents a list of the operating programs used

in this study.

lAmong the limitations on the use of this data is: the

samples are not random, and it cannot be claimed that they are
..representative of the entire engineering population, samples are
a proportion of the total laid-off at each plant, some studies
included only engineers while others included engineers, scien-
tists and technicinns, the tusks of those in the sample covered
a large number of skills and included research, development and
ty.:oduction. Finally, the dates of the studies are different and
labor market conditions in general and specific markets were dis-
similar.
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Table 2. Research and Demonstration Projects

Project, Date Participants

Aerospace Employment
Project (AEP)a

American Institute of
Aeronautics and
Astronautics Employ-
ment Workshops

May 1971 - 371
August 1972

September 1970 -b 1,134c
December 1971

a. Also funded by the U. S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development.

b. Period of first demonstration project in twenty-two
workshops.

c. Number who attended all sessions.
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Table 3. Operating Programs

NationaJ Registry for
Engineers (NRE)

Skills Conversion Programs

Technology Mobilization
and Reemployment Program
for Engineers, Scientists
hnd Technicians (TMRP)

Date

November 1970 -
June 1973

July 1971 -
March 1972

April 1971 -
August 1973

Job Search Grants
Relocation Grants
Enrolled in Training
Placed in Employment by ES
Assisted in Employment by ES
Total Applicants Registered in Program

Technology Utilization
Project (TUP)

Volunteer Engineers,
Scientists and Tech-
nicians (VEST)

April 1972 -
August 1973

June 1971 -
April 1973

Participants

24,612a
6,102b

4,864
2,027
4,511

12,224
21,698
52,667

697

15,618

a. Total engineers and scientists
b. Total job orders
c. Art effort to identify new job opportunities did not

engage in training or placement.
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III. MANPOWER ADJUSTMENTS BY THE FIRM

This chapter discusses how companies make adjustments in

their engineering work force. Hiring new employees and lay-

ing off workers are only two ways that firms adjust. There

is also a considerable amount of changing around of employ-

ees and tasks within companies.

Hiring

The manpower adjustments that companies make when they

decide that they need more engineering talent depend, in

part, on whether they consider their needs for a short time

or over a longer period. Roderick (62) concluded after

interviews and an examination of companies' hiring records

that recruiters believe that hiring requirements are closely

related to short-run changes in the profits of departments

and really depended on the optimism or pessimism of the firm.

Adjustments to increases in demand for engineers are, there-

fore, closely tied to the way the firm views its own immed-

iate future rather than the industry or economy.

Forecasting by the firm plays an insignificant role in

the firm's manpower adjustments. Roderick (62) found that

forecasting techniques were ill-defined and displayed no

particular pattern or trend within or between firms or
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industries. The original forecasting data came from the

operating engineering departments of companies but it was

used, if at all, by recruiters in the firm's personnel-

industrial relations staff.

The firm may adjust to an increased need for engineers

by any of the following:

1. Overtime for currently employed engineers

2. Improving the efficiency of currently employed

engineers

3. Reduction or elimination of non-engineering jobs

requiring engineering background

4. Redesign of engineering jobs to release engineers

from non-engineering duties

5. Borrowing or transferring engineers from other loca-

tions or divisions within the company

6. Leaving vacancies unfilled and reducing production

and/or research

7. Upgrading of personnel to engineering duties

8. Increases in the level of internal salaries to re-

duce quit rates

9. Increases in the level of salary offers to attract

more hires

10. Reduction of the education, training, experience

and other personal qualifications
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11. Borrowing engineers from other companies

12. Subcontracting

13. Rental of engineers

14. Hiring at the entry level

15. Hiring at the experienced level

16. Intensification of recruiting efforts.

Some of these possibilities overlap; however, they can

be divided into internal adjustments without new employment,

possibilities one through eight, and new hiring, possibil-

ities nine through sixteen.

Roderick's (62) conclusion that firms are most interest-

ed in their immediate, future needs explains why the princi-

pal employment adjustments reported by firms are internal,

without new employment. He reports that firms are most

likely to substitute inexperienced employees in tasks formerly

carried out by experienced employees. Since recruitment and

hiring take some time, the firm's first adjustments are in-

ternal. Internal adjustment is consistent with one of the

major characteristics of the engineering labor market, the

upgrading of non-degree technicians to engineering ranks

and salaries. The incidence of this is supported by Allen (1)

who reports that of the 241 aeronautical engineers surveyed,

43 per cent did not have a Bachelor's degree. Allen (1)

also refers to a study by Holliman and Harger (27) who
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estimated that between 1950 and 1965 100,000 more engineers

were created, presumably by upgrading and courses, than were

available as graduates. Loomba (38) reported that 64.4 per

cent of non-degree engineers in his survey began as upgraded

technicians. The importance of upgrading is explained by the

short-run view held by firms. Upgrading provides a quick

source of labor and also provides the opportunity for firms

to later demote or reduce their engineering talent if their

short period forecasts should change. Firms also prefer to

reduce qualifications, subcontract work or rent engineers

from consulting firms. Folk (21) and Roderick (62) con-

clude that companies are much less likely to increase salary

afters or their own internal salary structure. Salaries are

tied to the external market, particularly at the entry level

and firms express a desire not to get out of line by altering

salary offers in the short period.

The recruitment of new and experienced engineers are

separate activities of the labor market. In large firms

central recruiting is conducted on campuses for entry posi-

tions usually as a trainee. Experienced engineers are lured

by technical representatives of the operating departments.

Recruitment on campuses for trainees may take place at the

same time that the firm is laying off experienced engineers.

The criteria given for entry level hires from the campuses
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by Roderick's (62) study are:

1. geographical considerations, is the school close to

plant openings or central recruiting

2. the curriculum at the engineering school

3. past experience at the school, and

4. firm policies about where recruiting ought to be.

The geographical proximity of the schools and applicants to

the jobs is important. Recruiting entails costs to the com-

panies for the travel of recruiters and applicants and there

is a feeling of greater certainty about nearby schools.

Firms also engage in campus recruiting for prestige and pub-

licity purposes as well as to meet specific requirements.

Campus visits may be for information purposes rather than

to fill a particular openings. Hiring under these circum-

stances would only occur for an outstanding graduate. These

results indicate that even at the entry level the market is

segmented.

In hiring experienced engineers firms indicate a strong

preference for referrals. The use of referrals by friends

and relatives is an initial screening device for recruitment.

Preference is also given for an initial interview to those

who can be brought in at little or no cost to the company.

Interviews for distant applicants cost more. When distant

applications are received by referral they have at least
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gone through an initial screening. This is further evidence

that the engineering labor market is made up of a number of

local markets. Recruiting facilities set up by firms with

mass layoffs were also considered advantageous since they

provided recruiters with prior evaluations for experienced

hires. Direct application is also preferred to referrals

from public and private employment agencies. Among the

reasons given for not preferring employment agencies are

that the agencies continually bother the firm, and the

agencies do not engage in efficient screening but rather

send "everybody." This preference by employers for direct

application has important implications for the job search

of unemployed engineers and is discussed in the next chapter.

The criteria for selection of experienced engineers in

general order of importance are:

I. Experience and fit to the companies needs

2. Specific specialties

3. Interest in the firm

4. Degree specialty

Selection is based on a combination of general and spe-

cific criteria. Firms hire experienced engineers for a spe-

cific tit and seek an engineer with particular experience.

Openings for experienced engineers listed with public and

private employment agencies give detailed job requirements.
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For entry jobs firms hire with general criteria in mind.

The impact of technological changes on engineering tasks

and the inability and unwillingness of firms to torecast

future requirements confine recruiters to the hiring of

new engineers on the basis of general criteria and what

recruiters view as the applicant's Long-term flexibility.

In aerospace, the general preparation of electrical and

mechanical engineering degrees is preferred to the aero-

space specialty.

Layoffs

Tne adjustments that companies make when they decide

that they require less engineering talent aepenas on the

time perioa they are thinking about and the availability

of engineers to the firm.

The firm could adjust to a decreased need for engineers

by any of the following:

1. Redesign of engineering jobs to include non-

engineering duties

2. Downgrading of tasks previously assigned to engineers

3. Elimination of overtime for currently employed engin-

eers

4. Increase in education, training and experience and

other personal qualifications

5. Decline in recruiting efforts at entry and
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experienced levels

6. Increase in subcontracting and rental of engineers

7. Reductions in salary and/or level of responsibility

8. Layoffs and discharges.

The first efforts when less engineering talent is re-

quired are in the direction of internal adjustments: Re-

ductions in salary and level of responsibility, transfers

to other departments and plants, followed by a decline in

recruiting for specific openings. The short period forecasts

of firms and sudden changes in federal contracts cause firms

that employ engineers to engage first in internal adjustments

rather than discharges. This position is reinforced by the

traditional view, held since the 1950's, that engineers are

a scarce occupation. When short-run declines have been fore-

cast firms have preferred to have slack in the use of an

engineer's time and some downgrading of non-degree engineers.

This is combined with a decline in recruiting efforts. Firms,

however, even during a period of downward adjustment, will

continue to engage in some public recruiting efforts on

campuses and in the newspapers. This is done to maintain the

image of the firm in the public and engineering community's

eyes and to stockpile the resumes of potential employees

against a possible future increase in employment requirements.

Firms are also more likely to layoff, even during short-period
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declines, when they view the market as having a surplus of

engineering talent.

Transfers to other departments and plants, however, also

depend on the firm's overall business outlook and on the

willingness of engineers to engage in reductions in salary,

responsibility and to transfer. The Allen (1) and Loomba

(38) studies indicate that engineers are often reluctant

to accept a reduction in salary and/or level of responsibil-

ity. Engineers may prefer discharge where they can devote

full time to job search and find new positions where they

can match their salary prior to reduction. Engineers in

multi-plant firms are also reluctant to accept transfer to

other plants out of the area where a household move is re-

quired. Reluctance to accept downgrading or a transfer in

aerospace-defense has been reinforced by the random pattern

of federal contracts where new contracts are thought likely

to occur in closeby firms or in the same company. Over a

longer time period engineers' willingness to accept a reduc-

tion or transfer is also influenced by his perception of the

job market.

Long-run forecasts of a change in production requirements

prompt layoffs and discharges. Long-run in this market can

be defined as a period that exceeds the average length of a

major contract. Efficiency considerations predict that firms
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would retain their most productive workers as defined by

performance and ability. The evidence based on discharges

of large numbers of engineers and scientists is that the

criteria for layoff depend on the reasons for the layoff

rather than individual productivity or the state of the

labor market. Allen (1) reported that when layoffs were

associated with a particular project they were of all en-

gineers, regardless of ability. This is supported by

Thompson, (72) who found little difference between those

who were laid off and those who were retained. Loomba (38)

found that some of the firms in his study laid off across

the board. There are some reported exceptions to this gen-

eralization. Allen (I) also found efforts to retain the

most productive engineers and Loomba (38) concluded that

some firms laid off those with no degrees or Bachelor's de-

grees first and that the aerospace-defense firms in San

Francisco laid off based on seniority.

In the industrial model seniority is the principal cri-

terion for layoffs and is often agreed to by contractual

arrangements. In firms that employ large numbers of engin-

eers and plants that emphasize production the industrial

model was followed. Fishman (17) reported seniority as

the basis for layoffs at Martin and Republic and contractual

arrangements governed layoffs at Boeing, Douglas and RCA.
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Finally, pension rights are often cited as a factor in

the determination of layoffs. None of the research studies

were addressed to this particular issue and there is no data

on the role of pensions. The hypothesis has been advanced

by engineers and their associations, however, that the

closer an engineer is to vested rights in a pension the

greater are his chances of layoffs and that firms save on

labor costs in this manner by not contributing to retirement

funds.

Conclusions

Manpower changes by firms that employ large numbers of

engineers are governed by the immediate future outlook of

the company. This future is often less than a year or the

duration of a contract. The very short view used by com-

panies is, in part, a response to the procurement policies

and contracts situation in the aerospace-defense industry.

Consequently, tirms prefer to make internal manpower adjust-

ments which can be effected quickly and at less cost than

the employment of new personnel or the discharge of employ-

ees. Internal manpower adjustments to increases in demand

consist of transferring engineers, subcontracting or upgrad-

ing technicians. When firms hire beginning engineers they

often recruit from campuses. When they hire experienced

personnel they prefer direct application or referrals. For
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both new and experience positions the geographical proximity

of the applicant to the job is important in the initiation of

the contact. The closer the applicant the more likely the

initial interview. Hiring criteria are general for new re-

cruits and specific for experienced engineers. For experi-

enced hires the applicants' recent experience is more im-

portant than formal training. Internal manpower adjustment

to decreases in demand often consist of transfers and down-

grading. When firms lay off in large numbers they take into

account the amount of engineering work to be done in a divi-

sion and each engineer's seniority with the company. Firms,

particularly those whose focus is production, are less likely

to take individual productivity and performance into consid-

eration in layoffs than those whose focus is research and

development. Where there are large numbers of engineers in

a department or division, seniority offers a widely recog-

nized basis for personnel decisions.
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IV. THE SEARCH FOR WORK

This chapter is concerned with the ways that unemployed

engineers look for new jobs and how useful each of these

methods is in finding employment. Methods of looking for

work are usually categorized into formal and informal.

Formal methods are those that have been set up specifically

to assist workers and firms. These include The Public Em-

ployment Services, private employment agencies, Help Wanted

advertisements and college campus recruiting. Informal

methods are those channels whose objectives are not solely

to assist employment. These include leads and referrals

furnished by friends, relatives and fellow workers.

The literature on labor market information has often

assumed that formal channels are the most efficient. This

position is supported by the argument that formal sources

can provide the most complete information about specific jobs

to the widest possible number of potential employers and em-

ployees; further, formal channels screen applicants and cut

down on wasted search time. There are also costs to looking

for new employees or new jobs. For the employer these costs

may include recruiters, newspaper ads and agency fees. For

the unemployed worker these costs may include the time spent
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in search and agency tees. During search employers are look-

ing for the most productive workers and workers for the best

paying and most satisfying job.

Methods of Job Search

There are some obstacles to an assessment of the results

of the research and demonstration (R&D) projects on the sub-

ject of job search. The studies often failed to clearly de-

fine and separate each form of search; for example, waF

direct application the first exposure to the firm or the

result of earlier referrals and the last step in recruitment.

Respondents to questionnaires also experience difficulty in

recalling the several sources of job information employed.

Within these limitations, the consensus of the R&D projects

is that informal channels, particularly the use of friends

and relatives, is used most often by unemployed engineers and

is most likely to lead to reemployment. Mooney (41) reported

that the major source of job information for professional en-

gineers was the same as that for blue collar workers, friends

and relatives, and that 25 per cent of this sample found

their jobs in this way. This was supported by Bain, (5) who

found that half of his sample indicated a preference for in-

formal channels. Loomba (38) concluded that 30.5 per cent

of the unemployed in his survey received their jobs through

friends and relatives and Battelle (6) reported that 44 per
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cent of the respondents had use( friends and relatives and

found them "useful." Direct application is also the job

search technique that often leads to reemployment and a

great deal of success was reported by its use. Loomba (38)

reported that most early offers were received in this way

and Roderick (62) concluded that this was the most important

source for experienced hires. Fishman (17) found that in

Denver 45 per cent of the reemployed had found their jobs

by direct applications.

The fact that unemployed engineers most often indicated

that they had found new jobs through friends, relatives and

direct application does not mean that they did not also look

for work through formal methods. All of the studies that re-

ported on how unemployed engineers looked for work found that

employment agencies and newspaper advertisements were con-

sulted. Mooney (41) reported that "formal sources of job

information, Massachusetts Employment Security Office, pro-

fessional associations, private employment agencies, news-

paper advertisements, were sources of job information for

just under 55 per cent of the sample." In a later study

in another market, Allen (1) found extensive use of formal

systems including special programs for engineers, scientists

and technicians in California. Finally, newspaper ads were

the second source of jobs likely to lead to reemployment.
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The length of time that an engineer is unemployed

no relationship to the methods that are used to and work.

ooney (41) reported that private and public employment

agencies and newspaper ads were consulted first; "Private

employment agencies were consulted first as the most useful

source of job information by 31 per cent of the sample."

Loomba (38) found, however, that search began with direct ap-

plication which was still important after 10 weeks of unemploy-

ment. After lengthy unemployment he found there was a shift

to newspapers, friends and personal contacts. An explanation

for the difference between the frequent use of formal methods

and the lack of reported success when these methods were used

lies in a consideration of employers' preferences. In the

previous chapter it was concluded that employers prefer direct

applications for experienced poitions. They express the posi-

tion that "good" applicants do not need public and private

agency services. This attitude towards recruitment by companies

has a direct influence on the outcome of job search by engineers.

Engineers are aware of employers' attitudes and many avoid em-

ployment agencies. When agencies are consulted the leads fur-

nished are often not successful and the unemployed turn to di-

rect application, friends and relatives. Allen (1) concluded

that poor placement results were obtained when formal channels

were used and explained these poor results by the fact that
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engineers are often not aware of formal channels, particular-

ly for use outside of the local labor market and for other

occupations. He concludes that, "Informal systems are widely

developed and accepted as the best method of finding new em-

ployment within the aerospace engineer labor market. These

informal systems, however, break down outside the market and

no satisfactory mechanism is developed to lead engineers into

different types of employment. Rather than learning of job

leads from generally recognized channels, job placement out-

side specialized labor market come through fortuitous happen-

stance."

One effort to give the engineer more information about

job search was the American Institute of Aeronautics and

Astronautics (AIAA) Employment Workshops. The genesis of

these workshops began with groups of unemployed managers

and administrators in the Los Angeles area. Among these

groups were the Thursday 13 and Forty-Plus Club who sought

to give their members assistance in job search techniques

with the aid of local Employment Service offices. The AIAA

Workshops began as a demonstration project in the Fall of

1971 and was expanded to eventually cover 175 employment

workshops for 14,600 unemployed engineers, scientists and

technicians in 43 cities. The workshop concept was even-

tually funded by TMRP until June 1973.
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The approach of the workshops may be summarized as:

1. Engineers are used to steady employment at reasonably

high salaries and they have very little idea how to find new

jobs and obtain offers.

2. This aid is not generally forthcoming from the pub-

lic Employment Service offices.

3. Each potential job requires a different approach,

that is, the resume and interview should be tailored to the

specific job and firm.

4. Peers who share the same experiences can provide

the best counseling and assistance.

The workshops were voluntarily conducted and administered

by the membership of a local AIAA organization or allied

societies and consisted of three sessions, each two and a

half to four hours long, spaced a week apart. The first

session included: sources of job information, methods of

finding employment and the need for self-evaluation. The

second session included letter and resume writing and the

third interview techniques.

The AIAA conducted an evaluation of 22 workshops in 11

cities attended by 1,134 unemployed engineers and scientists.

In response to a survey taken at the conclusion of the work-

shops, 91 per cent thought that the workshops had been very

valuable. Two months later a follow-up survey reported

that of those who had found employment eighteen per cent
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said the workshops had been helpful in getting work and

another 37 per cent thought that perhaps they'd been of some

help. The change in attitude towards the workshops was prob-

ably due, in part, to the length of time elapsing between

the workshop and the questionnaire and to the low reemploy-

ment rates being experienced two months after the sessions

for only 22 per cent of the attendees had found new employ -

:lent. The evaluation also established a control group about

one-third the size of those who participated in the workshop;

however, the characteristics of the two groups were not ex-

actly comparable with regard to age, education or specialties,

The control group, most of whom found work outside of aero-

space, reported a higher proportion of reemployment, 27 per

cent, as compared with 22 per cent for those who had attended

the workshops, most of whom were reemployed in aerospace. An

assessment of the direct results of the workshops is difficult;

however, there was considerable participation by unemployed

engineers in the workshops and an expression of interest in

learning job search techniques. For those who attended, the

workshops also provided a routine and focus to the unemployed

engineers' days and a vehicle for discussion of their job

search problems.

Conclusions

Unemployed engineers find their new jobs through direct
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application or leads furnished by friends and relatives.

The reasons for this are that companies looking for en-

gineers prefer to hire through these channels rather than

agencies and engineers are unaware of the possibilities

offered by formal methods. The single exception is news-

paper advertisements which are often used. R&D results

indicate that where formal methods are publicized such as

special services offered by the U. S. Employment Service

or a "job tent" set up by the former employer more engin-

eers will use these methods. When they find that these

channels do not result in job offers they become discour

aged with the formal methods. Employers' hiring techniques

and the unemployed engineers' search techniques, based on

his close relationship with the community and other profes-

sionals in the area, serve to limit the usefulness of formal

job information channels. These techniques also limit the

engineers' search to the local labor market. 'There is

little distinction between the engineers' job search and

the manner in which other professional and blue collar occu-

pations find jobs.

The reported preference of aerospace-defense firms for

direct application and personal referrals is quite rational.

The use of referrals is less costly to the firm than outside

agencies and it also serves as a screening device. Friends
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and relatives may be more aware of the requirements for the

particular job as well as the skills possessed by the appli-

cant than an outside agency. This is particularly applicable

for engineers in aerospace-defense industry where engineers

and supervisors report that because of their mobility and

the connection between prime and subcontractors they have

gotten to know a large number of engineers in the field in

their local labor market.
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V. REEMPLOYMENT

In an article in the Monthly Labor Review Kathleen

Naughton (54) summarized the characteristics of unemployed

engineers at the beginning of the 1970's, "Among unemployed

engineers, those formerly in aerospace work, regardless of

their specialty, are having the most difficulty in finding

suitable employment.... Older engineers and those with less

than a Bachelor's degree also are experiencing hardships."

The article also reported that engineers seemed to have re-

mained unemployed for a longer period of time than most

other professional workers. "Engineers surveyed by the EJC

during June-July 1971 were unemployed an average of 30

weeks." This chapter examines the relationship between an

engineer's personal characteristics, age and training, and

his ability to find work. It also looks at how layoffs af-

fect new salaries and where engineers are reemployed.

Age

R&D results consistently conclude that there is a posi-

tive relationship between age and the duration of unemploy-

ment. Or, the older an unemployed engineer is, the longer

he is unemployed. Mooney (41) concluded that older enginL

eers, those over 45, were unemployed longest as contrasted
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with those 34 years old and younger. He found that the

average age of those unemployed 16 weeks or longer was 40

years old. Loomba (38) concluded that age was more im-

portant in affecting reemployment than the degrees held.

Brown, (12) employing regression analysis, derived the fol-

lowing relationships between age and. reemployment. "The

probability of an engineer being unemployed increases ap-

proximately 8 per cent for every 10years increase in age.

This rate increase is more rapid for older engineers. For

engineers approximately 40 years of age the probability of

unemployment increase is 18 per cent for each 10 years in-

crease in age." These findings are also supported by the.

studies of Battelle, (6) Allen (1) and Thompson (72). In

the Battelle (6) data, those who were 50 years and older

had the highest rates of unemployment (46.6%) followed by

those 35 to 49 (31.97,), the 25-34 age group (19.27.) and

the youngest group 018.4%). Allen (1) found the same re-

lationship, 20 per cent of those between 45-49 were unem-

ployed when contrasted with the age groups of 40-44 (17.77.),

35-39 (14.87.) and those 30-34 (19.67.). Finally, Thompson

(72) found that those in the 41-45 bracket had the highest

rates of unemployment (29.9%) and exceeded those over 45

years of age,, In his sample the lowest unemployment rate

was reported for those 26-30 who had a 12.2 per cent rate.
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The relationship implied by the data from these studies is

not exact; however, it can be generally concluded that the

highest rates of unemployment are experienced by those in

their mid-40's; the rate then declines and rises again in

the 50's and 60's. The lowest unemployment rates are con-

sistently experienced by the youngest age groups who are the

first to be reemployed.

There are four possible explanations why older engineers

are unemployed longest.

I. Age and salary go together. Older engineers gener-

ally receive higher salaries. Consequently, those who had

received the higher salaries prior to their layoff have fewer

new jobs at the same salaries open to them. They also have

higher "aspiration" levels; they have been earning more and

consequently seek those fewer jobs that pay more. Thompson's

(72) tindings support this when he says, "One gets a picture

of the unemployed engineers as people who have been moderate-

ly high performers and who have looked for and are holding

out for jobs in engineering rather than taking other possible

employment." Sixteen per cent of those in the highest salary

levels, 46,000-17,000 were still unemployed in the Thompson

(72) sample. The opposite of the older worker's attitude

would be those of the youngest engineers with the lowest

percentage of unemployment. These workers can rind more
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openings at their previous salary level and they are quicker

to lower their "aspiration" Levels having more years to re-

capture any salary cuts received as a result of taking a

new job at a lower salary.

2. Age and job assignments also go together. Older

engineers are more likely to be in administration or sales

related assignments. Consequently, their recent experience,

which Loomba and Roderick found to be important in hiring

experienced engineers, is not in those engineering related

tasks where the openings are. At the same time firms prefer

to promote supervisors from within their own companies.

3. All unemployed engineers do not hold degrees. Some

have risen to their most recent job titles over the years

through upgrading and reclassification in their companies.

The high unemployment rates of those in their 40's may re-

flect the fact that many of the unemployed are upgraded tech-

nicians who are not regarded as engineers by other firms

which require a degree. Loomba's (38) conclusions support

this for he found that 'Ise, particularly for non-degree in-

dividuals, was most important in determining their period of

unemployment.

4. The hiring practices of firms discriminate against

older workers. Firms prefer to hire younger engineers at

lower salaries without pension vesting. Loomba (38)
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concluded that, "The hiring policies of employers appear to

be discriminating towards older engineers and scientists,

irrespective of their educational background, pre-layoff

salaries, technical publications, patents, readership in

technical magazines, and membership in professional societies.

Older engineers remain unemployed for a much longer period of

time."

Specialization

There is no consensus in the research with regard to the

relationship between the area of engineering specialty and

the length of unemployment. Loomba (38) found no relation-

ship between the engineer's area of specialization and the

length of time he remained unemployed. Allen (1) found,

however, the least unemployment for electrical .engineers

compared with aeronautical, mechanical and industrial engin-

eers.

Education

The important relationship between education and length

of unemployment is between those who don't'have the degree

and those who have attained the Bachelor's degree. Engineers

without the degree who are discharged have the greatest dif-

ficulty in finding new employment. This is supported by

Mooney (41) and Allen (1) who found that those with Bachelor's

degrees, as contrasted to those who had only 15 years of
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education and no Bachelor's degree, had considerably lower

rates of unemployment. The difference was the degree.

Again in Allen (1) it was also true at the Master's level.

Those with 17 years of formal training without the Master's

degree had higher rates of unemployment than those with

Master's. Beyond the Bachelor's degree, however, the evidence

is mixed and the direction of the relationship less precise.

Ph.D.'s in engineering, who are a small proportion of all

engineers, suffer the least unemployment but there is some

prejudice among employers against hiring engineers with con-

siderable education. Allen (1) found that employer prefer-

ences appear to be against education beyond the Master's de-

gree and that employers feel that such workers will not be

satisfied with particular tasks.

Salaries

There is general agreement in the R&D findings on the

effects of unemployment on salaries. Engineers who are re-

employed in the same industry at their former tasks receive

approximately the same salary that they had received prior

to layoff. Mooney (41) reported that 81 per cent received

either a salary increase or no change in salary. Brown (12)

found that the average salary after layoff was 99 per cent

of the salary prior to layoff. Most engineers, however,

change industries and/or occupations and when they do they
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experience a reduction in salary. This is concluded by

Fishman (16) and Allen (1). Thompson (72) found that those

who stayed in engineering received 1.4 per cent less, while

those who left took a reduction of 3.7 per cent. The in-

dustry that the engineer stayed in was also important.

Thompson (72) concluded that those who remained in aerospace

took less of a cut and Allen (1) found that aerospace engin-

eers received $48.6 less a month while the average reduction,

which includes those who left aerospace engineering, was

$209 a month.

The theoretical work in economics concerned with the

relationship between salary levels prior to layoff and the

length of unemployment predicts that high salaries prior to

layoff present the unemployed with high "aspiration" levels;

however, over the course of unemployment the worker will

lower his aspiration level. There is some support for this

in the studies. Allen (1) reported that of those who reject-

ed jobs, the largest proportion of these did so because

"...salary was too low." Allen (1) also concluded that the

lowest salaries were associated with the longest duration of

Unemployment. "After 26 weeks the probability of finding a

very high paying job is greatly reduced while the number

accepting very low paying jobs continues to increase."

Brown (12) investigated the relationship between "aspiration
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level," or what he termed "asking salary" and a number of

variables including age, months unemployed and difficulty

in finding work. He concluded that age and difficulty in

finding work were important and that the unemployed were

willing to accept 85 per cent of their former salary.

Where Engineers Find Jobs

There is general agreement among the R&D results that

slightly more than half of unemployed engineers find new jobs

in engineering but in industries or firms that produce products

different from their previous employers. Both Bain (5) and

Brown (12) found that 53 per cent of the engineers surveyed

stayed in the same occupation. Allen's (1) results support

this conclusion. He found that the largest proportion of

those reemployed (31.2 per cent) had found work in the same

engineering field, followed by those who had found reemploy-

ment in an engineering field of limited experience (24.8 per cent).

The industry and occupation of new employment was also re-

lated to age and prior tasks. Thompson (72) found that the

oldest workers made up the largest proportion of new, non-

engineering jobs and Battelle concluded that those engineers

in production tended to stay there, while of those who were

in R&D only 50 per cent stayed in the same job functions.

Engineers also are most often reemployed in different

industries. Brown (12) concluded that 74 per cent were
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not reemployed in aerospace but in general manufacturing

and Battelle (6) concluded that only 8 per cent went back

to aerospace-defense while Z5 per cent found jobs in general

manufacturing.

The topic of where engineers find jobs is closely re-

lated to the subject of the mobility of engineers between

industries, occupations and geographical areas. There are

several types of mobility: industrial mobility is defined

as a move out of the industry in which the engineer was

previously employed, occupational mobility is defined as a

move out of the previous occupation which was most often

engineering-oriented and geographic mobility is defined as

the movement of the household, usually reported as a move

across state boundaries. Mobility is particularly important

in a consideration of reemployment and there is considerable

debate about the willingness of engineers to engage in geo-

graphic mobility. One position is that the geographic

labor market for engineers is national and engineers demon-

strate a greater willingness than blue collar workers and

most professionals to move. The other position is that the

market is segmented and engineers are as reluctant to move

as other occupational groups. Policy and program decisions

related to labor market information services depend upon

the position taken on mobility. The data from the R&D
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studies is related to actual moves rather than intentions

or possibilities.

The consensus of the studies is:

1. Those who move are better educated, more skilled and

somewhat younger than the average in the samples.

2. A large proportion of those who move receive high-

er salaries in the new jobs than they had received

prior to layoff. Those who moved responded to

clearly stated job offers and not to look for work.

3. Those who moved experienced the shortest periods

of unemployment.

With regard to education, skill and age, the evidence

is offered by Mooney (41) that the mobile group was slight-

ly younger, higher salaried and somewhat more skilled, as

measured by the mathematics index and number of science

courses. This is supported by Turner and Whitaker (73) and

by Battelle (6) which found that those with Master's degrees

had the highest propensity to move, followed by Ph.D.'s and

those with Bachelor's degrees. Blue collar, technical

workers and non-degree holders indicated the lowest propen-

sity to move in the studies by Bain (5) and Fishman (17).

The low propensity to move by the least skilled was equalled

only by the universal findings for women. Women, regardless

of age, education or skill, were the most reluctant movers.
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The traditional explanation given for this is that women

are usually secondary sources of family income and their

unemployment is unlikely to lead to a family move if they

are married. Most of the women in the studies were employed

in clerical or production work and very few in the profes-

sions and sciences. The mobility patterns of professional

women who are single or the principal sources of family in-

come could not be determined from the available data be-

cause they were not distinguished from male engineers.

For a study of the job characteristics of women scientists

and engineers see David (14).

With regard to geographic movement and salaries the

evidence is offered by Mooney (41) that slightly over one -

half of the mobile group received a salary increase and

Loomba (38) reported that those who moved to other regions

received relatively higher salaries than those who remained

in California. One explanation for this conclusion is of-

fered by the evidence that engineers indicated they re-

quired a salary differential to induce them to move and

consequently all those who moved reported higher salaries.

Thompson (72) found that the offered salary for a new job

elsewhere had to be higher than the engineer had received

prior to layoff for acceptance.

There are two possible explanations for the relationship
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between geographi,,a1 mobility and the duration of unemploy-

ment. One is that unemployed engineers who are willing to

move and who have an expanded view of their labor market are

most likely to find jobs. The other is that engineers move

only to a new job based on an actual offer and as a conse-

quence all movers suffer less unemployment. The answer is

somewhere between both explanations. Engineers who expand

their market search receive new offers and have less unem-

ployment. The consensus that those who move tend to be

younger and better educated has to be qualified, for educa-

tional attainment has been increasing and as a consequence

younger members of the labor force also have more years of

formal training than older engineers.

There is some evidence that there are movers and stay-

ers, or that those who have moved once will be more likely

to consider moving again. Mooney (41) concluded that, "The

most clearcut finding was that those engineers who had re-

cently moved into the state, i.e., those who might have the

highest mobility, say within the last six years, were the

most likely to relocate." This statement is related to the

labor market in the early 1960's in the Northeast and cannot

be generalized to the 1970's for those who reside in the

West, Southwest and Southeast.

A related issue with regard to geographic mobility is
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the role that area of present residence plays in affecting

mobility. That is, are workers who reside in what could be

considered more desirable areas less likely to move. One of

the difficulties in answering this question is in defining

a "desirable area." The literature indicates that engineers

through the 1960's were less reluctant to leave the Northeast

than they were to leave the West Coast. Loomba (38) found

that most of the engineers in his survey, 85 per cent, sought

reemployment in the San Francisco Bay area, 54 per cent in

other parts of California, and the rest in the Pacific and

Western part of the country. Bain (5) found that most of the

laid-off workers remained in the Tucson area and of those who

moved, almost all went to the West Coast.

Finally, home ownership has been considered for its ef-

fects on geographical mobility. Home ownership is closely

related to age, salary and family size. For engineers home

ownership retarded mobility. Loomba (38) and Mooney (41)

both concluded that home ownership inhibited movement.

There is a general consensus concerned with the occupa-

tional and industrial mobility:

1. Engineers do not voluntarily leave jobs that require

engineering skills.

2. Engineers do not experience an occupational barrier

in moving from defense to commercial work.
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3. When an engineer makes an occupational move it is

most likely to be into sales and management.

Engineers leave engineering jobs reluctantly and often

not voluntarily, see Folk (21). The principal reason for

the reluctance to change occupations is that previous exper-

ience is an important determinant in the hiring of experienced

engineers and in setting salaries as reported by Battelle, (6)

Loomba (38) and Roderick (62). Dalton and Thompson (13) re-

port that engineers' evaluations are closely tied to engin-

eering tasks and performance in engineering. Consequently,

the largest relative salary increases are closely associated

with engineering work. Movement into sales is often a result

of job search. Movement into management comes during the

engineer's LO's, later in the engineers' careers and as an

alternative to salary limitations. Folk (21) concludes that

to enter sales is to virtually abandon engineering as a career.

This is supported by Loomba (38) who found that of those who

went into commercial work, the largest portion had not at-

tained the Bachelor's degree.

The labor market studies also concluded that engineers

have no difficulty in moving from defense to commercial work.

Mooney (41) and Loomba (38) reported no disability in making

the switch. The subject of skill and job conversion is dis-

cussed in the next chapter.
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The Aerospace Employment Project (AEP) was a demon-

stration project addressed to the possibilities for the

reemployment of engineers in the public sector. It was

sponsored jointly by the Department of Labor and the De-

partment of Housing and Urban Development and administered

by the National League of Cities and the U. S. Conference of

Mayors. The Department of Labor focused on the possibilities

for the placement of unemployed engineers and scientists in

government jobs with a minimum amount of orientation and

the Department of Housing and Urban Development focused on

the possibilities of using engineering skills to conduct

local government activities, particularly in building the

capacity of local government through the Model Cities program.

The principal objectives of the project were:

1. To determine whether professional manpower needs of

state and local governments, particularly related

to Model Cities capacity building, could be met

effectively from the ranks of unemployed engineers

and scientists from aerospace-defense.

2. To determine whether a brief reorientation and

financial assistance for on-the-job training was

necessary or adequate to aid reemployment.

3. To determine whether a central organization of state

and local goveLwents could develop an effective job
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information network from the unemployed engineers

and scientists to local governments.

4. To determine whether the skills of engineers and

scientists in aerospace-defense could be useful

to state and local government operations and man-

agement.

The job search and job information network was estab-

lished between the umbrella organization in Washington, the

National League of Cities and the U. S. Conference of Mayors

and its local memberships in cities and counties across the

country. This network was casual and consisted of job devel-

opment through personal and letter contact between the League

in Washington, D. C. and local governments. The objective of

this contact was to inform local government of the profes-

sional talent available from the project and to encourage

local government to hire graduates of this course. The

League officials engaged in job matching and arranged for

interviews. Finally, an informal job information network was

established by the participants themselves who engaged in

self-help, traded information and sought to place each other

after the orientation program was over. The League attempted

to formalize this network and encouraged about ten members of

the program to organize other graduates of the program in

their geographical areas into self-help groups.
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The 30 day orientation programs were conducted in the

summer of 1971 for 371 unemployed engineers and scientists

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (40) and the

University of California, Berkeley (86). Recruitment for

this orientation was conducted through the media and with

the aid of the State Employment Service offices. In Califor-

nia the State Human Resources Agency collected applications

in the four districts that their Displaced Workers Program

(DWP) (68) was operating in. The applicants were screened

for their interest in working for local governments, willing-

ness to transfer to the public sector and relocate, manager-

ial experience and leadership ability. Thirty-eight per cent

of those selected learned of AEP through the State Employment

Service and the rest learned of the program through profes-

sional journals, Experience Unlimited, letters from the League

and friends. The orientations were related to an understand-

ing of the problems and processes of state and local govern-

ment. Training, where it took place, was on-the-job (OJT)

with employers eligible to receive a maximum of $1,000 to

reimburse OJT costs.

The final report submitted by the National League of Cities/

United States Conference of Mayors (69, 70) in August, 1972

stated that of the 371 participants who had completed the

orientation program in August 1971, 77 per cent found employ-

ment by April 30, 1972 and, of these, 65 per cent, 186 out of
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the 371, were in local government jobs and 35 per cent in

private sector employment. Conclusions with regard to reem-

ployment opportunities from the AEP demonstration project are:

1. The formal job development aspects of the project

were too separated from the orientations. This creat-

ed communication barriers between the participants

and the administrators of the project.

2. The project was unable to provide, as originally planned,

jobs prior to the orientation or by the end of the one

month orientation. This made it difficult on the

campuses to focus the orientation towards specific

issues and created morale problems for the participants.

3. In order to successfully engage in job search and

placement at the experienced level in public em-

ployment it is necessary to either waive or tempo-

rarily bypass civil service regulations. Civil ser-

vice systems most often hire new employees from among

local residents at the entry level and promote from

within. The project was most successful An tempo-

rary public service placements under the Public Em-

ployment Program but had considerable difficulty in

overcoming the barriers to permanent public employ-

ment. Top local government officials often indicated

a willingness to cooperate with the League;
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however, civil service regulations often provided

a barrier. Those who engage in the actual hiring

also resisted bypassing "normal channels."

4. Engineers and scientists who found jobs in local

government often came from the same governmental

jurisdiction; 70 per cent on the West Coast and 58

per cent on the East Coast. This can be explained

by: civil service residency requirements, the gen-

eral reluctance of the project participants to re-

locate and the importance of self-help in finding

new jobs.

5. Probably more than half of the placements in the

public sector were made by the participants them-

selves and informal contacts among the members of

the program and their self-help techniques were

important in job search and placement.

6. Most of the job openings in .Jcal governments are

at the entry level at salaries considerably below

those previously received by experienced engineers.

This created a barrier for both employers and par-

ticipants. Local government employers hesitated

to make salary offers considerably below what the

unemployed engineers had earned, partly in fear

that they would later move. At entry levels, the

engineers competed with younger college graduates
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with degrees in Urban Planning and Public Sector

Administration.

7. There was little indication that local governments

sought to adapt the skills employed by engineers

and scientists in aerospace-defense to government.

8. Less than half of the public employers requested

the $1,000 grant for OJT.

9. New employment in the public sector was at salaries

considerably less than in former employment; about

$12,000 in government contrasted with $15,000 in

aerospace.

The concurrence of the Emergency Employment Act (EEA)

of 1971 with the Aerospace Employment Project affects the

conclusions that can be drawn from this demonstration pro-

ject. The Emergency Employment Act of 1971 was signed into

law onJuly 12, 1971, after AEP had begun. The statutory pur-

pose was "...to provide 'unemployed and underemployed persons

with transitional employment and jobs providing needed pub-

lic services during times of high unemployment and wherever

possible in related training and manpower services to enable

such persons to move into employment or training not support-

ed under this Act." EEA provided funds wl'Ich some local

governments used for the employment of graduates of AEP

and raises the unanswered question whether participants

would have been hired without the concurrence of EEA. The
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League's final report (69, 70) concluded that of all AEP

graduates placed in the public sector, 50 per cent or 93

placements were supported by EEA funds used in jurisdic-

tions with Model Cities programs. EEA placed a limitation

of $12,000 on salaries and subsidized jobs were at about

$11,000. In only a few cases did the employer supplement

EEA funds with agency budgets to enable hiring at a higher

skill and salary level.

Conclusions

Younger engineers are the first to find new jobs and

the most likely to change their location. Engineers in

their mid-40's are unemployed longest. They have received

the highest salaries and want to keep these high salaries.

Their most recent job experience has often not been directly

in engineering tasks where there are most of the openings.

Not having the Bachelor's degree is the biggest educational

drawback and advanced degrees are less important in finding

new work. Engineers look for the same work they have been

doing in related firms in the same industry. Most unem-

ployed engineers, however, find jobs in companies that pro-

duce different products. Staying in engineering in the same

industry is important in maintenance of the same salary as

prior to layoff. For those who find similar work in the

same industry the salaries are about the same. For the
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majority, however, who move to other tasks and industries

their new salary is considerably less.

Unemployed engineers are reluctant to move and move

only when they have taken new jobs in another area. An

important reason for this is that their personal contacts

and direct applications are very usetul in finding new jobs

at the same salary. This is particularly true if they are

located in an area, such as Southern California, where

there are a large number of related firms. This behavior

is perfectly consistent with the segmented labor market

for engineers.
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VI. TRAINING AND OBSOLESCENCE

This chapter examines the subject of the training and

obsolescence of engineers. The principal issue is whether

the training and experience of engineers is narrowly spe-

cialized or broadly based. The consequence of narrow special-

ization is that engineers cannot easily make the transfer out

of the industry they have been employed in or into jobs that

require non-engineering tasks. A consequence of wide appli-

cation of skills is that with a small amount of retraining the

skills of engineers may be useful in a variety of industries

and tasks such as public services and the solving of environ-

mental problems, transportation and urban problems. The

three areas investigated in this chapter with regard to these

issues are skill obsolescence, occupational and industrial

mobility and formal training.

Skill Obsolescence

Two studies that examine skill obsolescence are by

Paul H. Norgren (55) and Jean W. Dalton and Paul H. Thompson

(13). Both studies conclude that creativity in engineering

tends to come early in the engineers' careers, somewhere in

the 30's. Norgren, (55) summarizing earlier research by

Pelz (61), comments that creativity as a measurr! of
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professional accomplishment tends to reach a peak somewhere

around the age of 35 and that the peak of creativity comes

somewhat earlier for engineers and scientists engaged in pure

research and later for those engaged in developmental research.

Dalton and Tnampson (13) point out that this relationship be-

tween creativity and age is carried into employment. Managers

evaluate engineers based on this generalization of a peaking

of creativity in the 30's and they conclude that performance

rankings are closely related to age. Rankings rise until the

early 30's, drop slightly in the late 30's, and fall steadily

for each older group until retirement. The authors also con-

clude that this relationship has shifted downward with the

highest performance ratings now occurring at an earlier age,

in the 30's rather than in the employees' 40's. One possible

effect of these performance ratings on employment may be that

job openings and salary advances are most available in the

30's. This encourages and facilitates mobility in the 30's

and reduces and inhibits it when an engineer reaches his

40's and 50's. Performance ratings could also lead to the

earlier dismissal of the mature aged engineer and applied

scientist; however, these implications are not entirely sup-

ported by the research. R&D findings discussed earlier con-

cluded that layoffs are based on seniority rather than per-

formance rankings. Norgren, (55) Loomba (38) and Thompson
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(72) found no evidence that older engineers were laid off

first.

Skills and Mobility

The consensus of the R&D studies on the subject of

skills and mobility is that:

1. Very little training is required to make the trans-

fer from engineering work in aerospace-defense work to com-

mercial-civilian production. Rittenhouse (66) and Mooney

(41) reported that of those engineers who had experienced

transfers more than three out of five felt that defense-to-

commercial transfers were about equal in difficulty to other

kinds of transfers they had made. Only about 6 per cent

felt that it wasn't very easy, or that it was very difficult

to make the transfer. Twenty-three per cent of Mooney's (41)

sample who had found jobs were reemployed in commercial pro-

duction.

2. Managers were also optimistic about transferability

from the point of view of skills and attitudes. Rittenhouse

(66) reported that managers felt that while technical skill

levels are regarded as higher in defense than commercial work

cost-consciousness and production reliability is greater in

civilian and consumer goods markets.

These conclusions are also supported by Loomba, (38)

Eli Ginsberg (25) and the Technology Utilization Project (52).
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Loomba (38) found that 54 per cent of those who went into

commercial work appeared to make the shift without retrain-

ing. Ginsberg (25) said that engineers more than other oc-

cupations are noted for their transferability. In spite of

these results the view persists that there are barriers to

transferability. There are several possible explanations

for a continuation of this view.

1. Performance evaluations inhibit mobility after the

30's. Salary increases for those in their 40's and 50's are

in non-engineering tasks and these tend to keep engineers in

the same industry or searching for jobs in the same industry.

2. There is widespread belief that salary levels are

higher in aerospace-defense than commercial-civilian work.

This inhibits job offers by civilian firms to engineers

formerly in aerospace.

3. A number of "job-rated" engineers are technicians

whose skills are less transferable out of firms and job-

specific tasks in aerospace-defense than graduate engineers.

4. Transferability is greatest between "engineering-

type" jobs. Engineers experience little difficulty in making

the transfer from defense to civilian jobs when the new jobs

are in engineering or related to engineering. There is con-

siderably less evidence, however, of the easy transfer of

more general skills, such as the "engineering" approach to
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problem solving or a "systems management" approach.

What may be termed the "engineering" approach is that en-

gineers have training and experience in "systems management"

techniques which are applicable to a wide variety of tasks

across industries. Further, that these techniques as practiced

in the private-profit sector such as aerospace-defense can be

transferred to the public non-profit sector. Some of the lit-

erature, however, is not in agreement with this "engineering"

position. Ida Hoos (32, 33) in a critique of "systems manage-

ment" concludes that it has gained acceptance and prestige be-

yong its accomplishments. Her review of public sector projects

undertaken by the aerospace industry leads her to conclude that

attempts to transfer the systems management used in aerospace-

defense to other industries and tasks have failed. The author's

position is based, in part, on the conclusion that engineers in

aerospace operate in a very closely programmed non-inventive

setting and that they work on a very specific task over time

and are fitted to that particular task with few degrees of

freedom. Self-starting, necessary in the non-defense sectors,

may be a problem for engineers unless the work situation close-

ly approximates the situation under which engineers have worked

in aerospace.

Formal Training

The following conclusions can be made with regard to the

formal training of engineers, when formal training is defined
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as continuous university courses, continuing education, and

in-plant and on-the-job programs.

Engineering schools in the 1950's were encouraged by ac-

creditation groups and professional reports to revise their cur-

ricula to include greater training in the basic sciences and

mathematics. (26) The schools made these changes. Recent

suggestions have included the need for training in the biolog-

ical sciences, environmental topics and more flexibility in the

curriculum. The last suggestion is prompted by the possibility

that engineering graduates may move into other careers at grad-

uation and by the desire to prepare students for changes in

technology. Some schools have moved in this direction, treat-

ing environmental problems in their curriculum, allowing in-

creased flexibility in course work among engineering disciplines

and offering work in the social implications of technology.

Engineering schools in their teaching programs remain

addressed to their undergraduate and graduate programs and

have shown little interest in those issues of the labor market

concerned with experienced engineers, mid-career changes and

transferability.

Tuition refund programs are common among large firms.

Norgren (55) found it in 36 of 39 companies. He concluded that

most engineers and scientists were working towards Master's

degrees or in non-credit university programs designed
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to update their knowledge and skills. Such efforts, however,

do not affect the order of layoffs. While continuing educa-

tion may affect internal promotion, there is no evidence from

the R&D studies that it aids reemployment.

Formal training at institutions or in the plant provided

the vehicle by which former technicians were upgraded to en-

gineers.

In-plant programs were designed specifically to combat

technical skill obsolescence.

On-the-job training is considered by engineers and re-

searchers to be the most useful form for retraining and trans-

ter. Both Rittenhouse (b6) and Mooney (41) concluded that

OJT is given a heavy preterence by engineers tollowed by

formal courses during working hours at the plant site.

Our discussion in this section has been confined to

formal training. Further research needs to be done on in-

formal training and experience in engineering for there is

some evidence that experience is important in understanding

the hiring and -!e employment ot engineers. Loomba (38) and

Roderick (b2) both conclude that prior experience was more

important than formal training in the hiring of -mid-career

engineers.

Conclusions

The high performance ratings given to engineers and
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scientists in their 30's biases employment opportunities in

favor of younger engineers. Increases in salary and prestige,

however, do occur into the 40's and 50's. Engineers and their

managers both agree that an easy transfer can be made by en-

gineers trom aerospace jobs to commercial work. This transfer

is likely to be most successful when the new job is closely

related to previous tasks.
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VII. NATIONAL PROGRAMS TO AID REEMPLOYMENT

This chapter reviews national efforts to assist the re-

employment of engineers. The major national program was the

Technology Mobilization and Reemployment Program for Engineers,

Scientists and Technicians (TYRP). TMRP provided tunds for:

the Volunteer Engineers, Scientists and Technicians (VEST),

the Skills Conversion Project and the Technology Utilization

Project (TUP). A smaller national effort was the National

Registry for Engineers. Finally, Executive Orders 11598 and

11701, while not specifically addressed to engineers, have

implications for their reemployment.

Technology Mobilization and Rep_lenlyment Program for

Engineers, Scientists and Technicians (TMRP)

The Technology Mobilization and Reemployment Program

(TMRP) was a national operating program administered by the

U. S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration through

the U. S. Employment Service. TMRP ran from April 1971 to

June 1973. The initial allocation was $42 million; however,

the actual expenditures were less than half of the original

allocation. The five aspects of the program were

1. Job search

2. Job search grants
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3. Relocation grants

4. Training, including on-the-job and institutional

training

5. Skills conversion studies and training programs.

The genesis of TMRP was the State of California's Dis-

placed Workers Program (DWP) (59, 68). This program aided

by federal funds was in operation in four counties in the

State of California from November 1970 to March 1973. Its

objective was to find jobs for workers from all occupations

displaced from the aerospace industry in Santa Clara, Los

Angeles, Orange and San Diego counties. DWP was the general

activity for the manpower monies and resources available in

these counties where the Employment Service and MDTA funds

were used for job search, training and relocation assistance.

TMRP was also directed towards geographical areas with con-

siderable unemployment of engineers, scientists and tech-

nicians (EST's). The program was administered through 23

Engineers, Scientists and Technicians Job Development Units

(EST units) established in 23 state employment offices in

geographical areas of large EST unemployment. In those

states without EST units a staff member of the Employment

Service was designated as the EST State specialist. The

principal functions of the units and State specialists were

to administer the funds and the programs and to act as
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specialists whose principal tasks were to aid in the reemploy-

ment of EST's. Information on the aid available through TMRP

was not limited to those offices that had EST units. All

local state employment offices were to be furnished with in-

formation on the program and the reemployment aids available

through the program as well as applications for such aid. The

extent to which local offices without EST units appraised eli-

gible applicants of the program cannot be determined. The

State of California had the largest unit and approximately

70 staff members worked in the program in that state at one

time or another.

One unique feature of this program was the nature of its

staff. The staff came from two sources, permanent civil ser-

vice graded employees who were part of the State Employment

Service assigned to TMRP and temporary, non-graded staff mem-

bers who were employed specifically for the EST units. The

distinction between the two types of staff is important for

the temporary staff members were drawn from the ranks of

former aerospace-defense employees and hired specifically

for their knowledge and contacts in the industry. TMRP had

State Employment Service personnel with direct work exper-

ience and contacts in the same industry from which the ap-

plicants came and towards whicli most of the job search was

addressed. These staff members had been employed either in
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administration, sometimes the employment function, or as

engineers. The civil service system had to be temporarily

bypassed in order to employ these consultants. In the

State of California authorization had to be received to hire

unemployed personnel above the entry level and at salaries

higher than the normal starting rates. TMRP and the State

i]mployment Service appear to have overcome the civil service

barriers in this program. There was considerable turnover

-7mong those from the industry. The temporary staff members

drawn from the industry had the task of job development and

this placed them in close contact with potential employers

who often offered them jobs.

In addition to job development and placement the EST

units also encouraged three types of training:

1. institutional training and training allowances

. on-the-job training

3. on-the-job training coupled with institutional

training.

Institutinn:11 training and allowances under the program were

the same as other MDTA programs. Program approval was required

by the State Employment Service and Vocational Educational Agen-

cLes for programs administered by institutes of higher education

and technical schools. EST's and employers were encouraged
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to engage in single participant OJT programs and non-

productive time could be reimbursed up to a maximum of

$2000. Data on training, through May 1973, indicates that

4,081 EST's had engaged in training. The possibility that

an EST applicant could provide a subsidy to the employer

under TMRP may have increased the likelihood of an initial

interview and eventual hiring for the data indicates, see

Table 3, that more EST's carried training authorizations

to their employers than were actually enrolled in training.

The following conclusions may be drawn about the program

based upon data turnished by the EST units and state special-

ists from April 1971 through May 1973.

1. Applications for the program were cyclical. Appli-

cants were high at the start of the program, then declined

late in 1971. There was an increase early in 1972 and a de-

cline in applicants in the tall of 1972.

2. It took some time for the program to result in

placements. The largest number of placements occurred from

early 1972 to the fall of 1972.

3. An increase in applicants in early 1972 was accom-

panied by an increase in relocation grants, placements, en-

rollments in training and job search grants. The program

appeared responsive to increased needs. In the fall of 1972

when there was a large increase in registrants it was also
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accompanied by an increase in trainees and placements.

4. There was a decline in the average salary of place-

ments as a result of new employment. See Table 4. Based on

the general conclusion drawn from the labor market studies it

appears that most applicants found employment in new industries

and tasks.

5. The program confined eligibility to EST's. who had

been employed in one of the three occupational categories

"...for at least 12 out of the last 24 months by aerospace

or defense companies whose business...was derived largely

(at least 40 per cent) from defense or aerospace and which

have had employment cutbacks due to contract reduction,

cancellations, termination, etc." This was later broadened

and included those who "...had substantial attachment of 24

months or more within the last five years in aerospace or

defense...." (84 This definition excluded many unemployed

EST's who had not had one or two years of attachment to the

aerospace industry, particularly new entrants to the industry

and younger members of the labor force.

6. The program was administered in 38 states through

State EST specialists who decided where in the State the

funds would be allocated without clear criteria.

7. In California at the outset, the program was con-

fined to the same four counties as the Displaced Workers
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Table 4. Distribution of Pre- and Post-
Unemployment Salaries of TMRP Applicants

Salary Range Pre-Layoff Post-Layoff

$15,000 and over 1.3% .2%
20,000 - 24,999 6.2 1.3
15,000 - 19,999 25.9 11.6
10,000 - 14,999 47.8 45.4
Under 10,000 18.8 41.5

Total 100.0 100.0

Source: U. S. Department of Lab
TMRP Summary of Program
February 28, 1973, Apri
Washington, D. C.).

or, Manpower Administration,
Activity, April 19, 1971 -
1 28, 1973 (unpublished,
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Program and some effort had to be exercised to broaden the

geographical scope of the program.

8. The use by the State Employment Service offices of

former employees of the aerospace-defense industry in job

search serves as a model for job development and placement

addressed to other occupations. It is also a counter-

argument to the often voiced criticism that the Employment

Service is unfamiliar with the needs of white collar and pro-

fessional manpower. The Employment Service was able to over-

come temporary hiring barriers.

9. The high turnover of the temporary personnel pre-

vented the development or experience and continuity among

the job developers and their employer contacts, while it

demonstrated the usefulness of this approach.

O. No system for evaluation of TMRP was devised at the

outset or the program, although a system of data keeping and

reporting was established early in the program. This makes

final evaluation of this program difficult. For example,

placements by referral from Employment Service Offices, EST

units and self-help organizations housed in the U. S. Employ-

ment Service offices should be disaggregated.

11. With regard to benefit/costs the following observa-

tions may be made about particular programs.

a. There were considerable differences among regions
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in the cost per participant for job search grants.

The national average expenditure was $135.00.

b. Relocation grants per participant were quite

similar across regions and the national average

was $618.83.

o. The costs of OJT differed considerably across

regions and the national average expenditure was

$1,188.47 per trainee. This is explained, in part,

by the considerable dispersion among regions for in-

stitutional training, where the national average was

$1,809.57 and for OJT coupled, single and institu-

tional. Some regions did not give OJT coupled grants

and the national average was $659.82 per trainee.

A more complete evaluation of the benefitskosts of TMRP

should include a comparison of costs with other training pro-

grams, reemployment results and subsequent salaries and con-

siderations of alternative uses of the funds.

Volunteer En ineers Scientists and Technicians (VEST)

VEST was part of TMRP and administered by AIAA. VEST

engaged in job development, placement and training in job

search techniques. The origin of VEST was also the State of

California. During the 1960's a number of self-help groups,

the Third Thursday group and later Experience Unlimited,

composed of administrative, Tnanagerial and professional
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workers, were sponsored by the California Department of Em-

ployment (later, California Department of Human Resources De-

velopment). Engineers, scientists and technicians joined

these groups at the end of the 1960's and they served as the

model for the program funded by the Dep,rtment of Labor and

administered by the AIAA with TMRP funds. Local VEST chapters

were established with the assistance of public Employment Ser-

vice offices which furnished facilities, clerical support and

funds for small expenses.

The VEST chapters were volunteer groups with their own

name and internal organization which absorbed the AIAA employ-

ment workshops. Manpower was supplied by the active members

who were required to work a stated number of hours each week

for the unit. Each VEST chapter operated independently of

the Employment Service (ES). It developed its own jobs and

engaged in its own placement activity. There was, however,

considerable cooperation. Some of the jobs developed were

forwarded to State Employment Service offices, of:ars were

sent to the National Registry for Engineers (rRE). Job place-

ments were not always reported to the ES which is required to

confirm its own placements. As a consequence of this inde-

pendence the summary data for TMRP (84) reports 11,538 EST's

placed in employment by ES under TMRP and 19,952 EST's who

found their own employment but were assisted by ES. It is
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assumed that the difference can be explained, in part, by

the work of the VEST chapters.

The following conclusions may be drawn about the VEST

program.

1. Thirty-two chapters operated between June 1971 and

February 1973 and reported 8,715 members returned to employ-

ment.

2. Self-help eemployment effort on this national scale

was unique among occupations and was spurred by the idea that

professional occupations could aid themselves in finding new

work.

3. Because of their voluntary and temporary nature,

chapter efforts were sporadic. Cooperation and assistance

from the State Employment Service offices and the AIAA was

often important to the continuation of chapter activities.

4. A considerable part of the benefits of the VEST pro-

gram cannot be measured solely in the traditional labor market

terms such as jobs developed and unemployed placed. The

availability of a structured peer group provided emotional

support to the unemployed.

Skills Conversion Project

The Skills Conversion Project was funded by TMRP and

administered by the National Society of Professional Engin-

eers (NSPE). Its objectives were to survey the technology,
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products and manpower requirements of a number of industries

to determine:

1. Which industries offered the greatest possibilities

for the reemployment of engineers following retraining,

2. What the skill requirements of these industries

were, and

3. The type of training that would be required.

The organization and implementation of the project: re-

flects the aerospace orientation of its participants. Teams

were used beginning with pilot teams then training managers

and finally volunteer project teams. Volunteers were re-

cruited through the State Employment Service and employment

workshops. Leaders were compensated on a full-time basis

and team members were paid on a daily basis. Volunteers were

offered assistance in job search techniques as well as recent

work experience for their resumes. Research was conducted

and reports prepared for 16 industries: (53) food products

and food services, health care and health services, trans-

portation and traffic, forest operations and wood products,

power resources, pollution control, thermal, air and water,

security systems and criminal justice, ocean engineering and

oceanography, banking, finance and insurance, leisure time

and recreaticn, solid waste management, petroleum and chemical,

educational technology, public services, occupational safety
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and health, mineral extraction. Each industry report (53)

summarized the industry's products, technology, skilled tasks

by occupation and forecasts of its employment. The quality of

the reports are uneven. Some are extremely thorough and pre-

sent a unique narrative of an industry's production process

as well as a thorough catalog of skill requirements. Such a

description of skill requirements for an industry is not usual-

ly available and these reports represent one of the few public

attempts that have been made to describe occupational tasks.

Other reports are superficial and could not be easily imple-

mented for a training program. The forecasting sections of

the reports have the greatest shortcomings. They often repro-

duced limited data from other sources. The unevenness of the

reports reflects the voluntary nature of the project and the

teams, the differences in skill among team members, and the

differences in the time allotted to each industry by the team.

Technology Utilization Project (TUP)

TUP (52) was a series of training programs administered

by NSPE as a result of the recorwendations of the Skills Con-

version Project. The components of TUP were similar to other

federally funded training programs and included: applican

selection, training, job development and placement efforts;

Twenty-four institutional training programs were conducted

on campuses, particularly on the East and West Coasts. Most

of the participants were selected with the assistance of
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the State Employment Service offices in the area of the pro-

gram. The principal screening criteria were willingness to

undergo training and to relocate. Job development included

mail campaigns and presentations by NSPE staff to prospective

employers. Firms were encouraged to interview participants be-

tore the program or during the four to twelve week programs.

The following conclusions can be made concerning TUP.

1. The program had the characteristics of a demonstra-

tion or pilot project with a limited number of geographic areas

and participants.

2. Almost all those selected for the programs completed

the training.

3. Placement rates differed among progranis. Fifty per

cent or more of the trainees found employment within four

weeks of the program and a summary of the project (52) reports

a 99 per cent reemployment rate.

4. Reemployment was not always in the industry in which

training was received. The summary (52) reports 20 per cent

returned to aerospace, 21 per cent in other fields and 59 per

cent found employment in the reoriented field.

5. The success of job development and placement efforts

differed among programs. In most programs placements were not

accomplished before or during training. Prcv.:rams with the

highest placement rates in the industry of retraining were
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those where placement occurred prior to or during the course.

Special efforts were made to place trainees prior to training

and the greatest success in placement occurred in those cases

where the trainee was employed prior to the start of the pro-

gram. Here the prospect of the training program enhanced em-

ployability.

6. The most successful programs, as measured by place-

ment in the industry of retraining, were those in which the

new jobs closely resembled previous work ey: rience of the

unemployed engineers and where the indus.:_y traditionally em-

ployed engineers. That is, retraining into power engineering

was more successful than food or medical engineering. The ex-

perience of the first eleven programs narrowed the industries

of training in the thirteen programs that followed it to:

construction, power, traffic and transportation.

7. New jobs were most often located in the same geo-

graphic area as the training institution or the home of the

participants. Although the trainees had been screened for a

willingness to relocate they displayed an unwillingness to

move after training.

The National Registry for Engineers

The National Registry for Engineers was a computer based

job bank system which operated from November 1970 to June of

1973. It serviced an extremely small proportion of the labor
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market for engineers, scientists and technicians during that

period, see Table 3. The Registry was set up in Sacramento,

California and administered by the State of California Depart-

ment of Human Resources. California was chosen for two reas-

ons. First, its geographical proximity in the West to a large

proportion of the potential users of the registry both unem-

ployed engineers, scientists and technicians and prospective

employers. Second, the State of California Employment Service

had prior experience with a computerized labor market informa-

tion system. This system, LINCS, had been planned and admin-

istered with federal funds in the 1960's as a part of the De-

partment of Labor's continued investigation of the application

of computer systems to facilitate job search. The techniques

of LINCS were transferred to the National Registry for Engineers

along with some of the personnel. The National Registry employed

the following procedures. For the unemployed EST knowledge of

the National Registry was transmitted to him through State Em-

ployment Service offices, engineering self-help programs, trade

and professional publications, and newspaper and television

advertisements. Placement in the job bank was accomplished

by the completion and mailing to Sacramento of a registration

form which was available either by direct application to Sac-

ramento or from the employment service or self-help programs.

The major sections of the application form included:
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I. name, address, age and marital status

2. type of work preferred

3. minimum acceptable monthly salary

4. geographic preferences

5. education and training

6. work experience

This form was coded in Sacramento based on a vocabulary es-

tablished for the LINCS system.

Companies learned of the National Registry through the

same sources as EST's. They could register job orders directly

with Sacramento, either by mail or telephone. The major sec-

tions of the job order included:

1. name and address

2. job title and location

3. salary information

4. job description.

The job order was then also coded on the LINCS vocabulary.

The software work, coding and referrals were conducted in the

National Registry offices several blocks from the job bank

housed in computer facilities in the Department of Human Re-

sources. Input and output were transmitted by messenger. Ad-

ministrators of the Registry report that by setting general

qualifications for a job order at a minimum the employer ini-

tially received about eight applicants for each job order.
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:%dditional job applicants in smaller numbers were later sent

to the employer as a result of additional passes through the

bank and new applicants. Employers were encouraged but not

required to respond to the matchups. They received followups

which included a second list of the applicants and requested

information on the employer's decision with regard to the ap-

plicant and the status of the job order. Sixty per cent of

the employers were estimated to have responded to inquiries.

No system was established to solicit feedback information from

the applicants as to their experience with the registry and

most registrants did not volunteer this information.

Some data on the use of the registry by EST's is available

From a summary of those in the system in April 1973 (67) and a

one-time questionnaire of applicants. The summary data is for

only those applicants listed in the registry on that date and

is broken down by: occupational title, veteran/non-veteran,

age, education and previous income. The data indicates that of

the 9,571 registrants on that date, the largest proportion were

44 years of age or younger, held a Bachelor's degree and had

earned between $1100 and $1399 a month prior to their layoff.

With regard to their skills, the largest number of engineers

were classified as electrical/electronic and in the sciences

the largest number were in chemistry. Summary data for 11

states reports the largest number of registrants were in
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California (2,878) followed by New York (870) and Washington

(604).

An evaluation of the usefulness of the Registry by EST's

can be made, in part, by a determination of how representative

the applicants were of all engineers and scientists and of un-

employed engineers and scientists as of the same date, April,

1973. Such a comparison is not possible because of the lack

of comparable data for the same date. Some generalizations

are possible, however, with the use of the 1971 sample data on

employed engineers reported by the National Science Foundation

(51). Seventy-four per cent of the Registry applicants were

engineers. The following can be concluded from a comparison

of the Registry data with the NSF data:

1. The Registry was representative with regard to age.

The Registry reported 56 per cent were 44 years or younger and

the NSF data 55 per cent.

2. The Registry was representative with regard to educa-

tion. The Registry reported 54 per cent held the Bachelor's

degree and the NSF data 55 per cent.

3. A comparison of salaries could not be made since the

NSF study did not report salaries.

4. The Registry applicants were representative of aero-

space engineers, 7 per cent were reported by the Registry and

8 per cent by the NSF data and slightly over-representative of
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electrical engineers, 20 per cent contrasted with 17 per cent,

and mechanical engineers, 19 per cent contrasted with 10 per cent.

Responses by 904 EST's to a questionnaire from the Registry

also provide some information on the usefulness of the Registry.

When asked how they received their job only ten said they had

received it through the Registry and 67 indicated aid from the

State Employment Service offices. Administrators of the Registry

indicate that it serviced a total of about 24,612 applicants

from the unemployed and about 6,102 job orders from employers.

The following conclusions can be drawn about the National

Registry for Engineers. The Registry served a very small but

representative proportion of the total EST's unemployed at any

single time. The orders reported probably represent a very

small fraction of the total openings for EST's during the time

the Registry was in operation. Applicants reported above aver-

age mobility (469 out of 904) and this is probably due to the

fact that applicants to the national system had already serious-

ly considered moving and exhausted local search. The Registry

was quiekly conceived and served only as a small addition to

individual job search.

The use of this computer-based job information system had

several limitations. The applicant's record of training and

experience was limited by the ability of the coder, evaluation

of his form and the size and language of the program employed.
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His selection for orders was also limited by his initial

statement, coding and the program's classification. The modi-

fied program, initially written for LINCS, was less applicable

to the special aspects of the national labor market for EST's

than it had been for the labor market in California. A new

program should have been written to fit the job search for

EST's. The employer's job orders were also limited by his

initial job description and its coding and the program's classi-

fications. Job matching was confined to those variables written

into the LINCS program. For example, the program did not have

the ability to screen on geographic residence. Employers were

given qualifications without regard to either the employer's or

job applicant's location. In the discussion of hiring practices

in Chapter III it was concluded that the applicant's location

was important to the employer's willingness to interview. Re-

ceipt of applicants' forms from across the country did make the

employer reluctant to reuse the Registry. Finally, the Registry

did not establish a system of evaluation from either side of the

labor market in order to understand where it was most effective

and where it was deficient.

Executive Orders 11598 and 11701

Presidential Executive Orders 11598 and 11701 were specif-

ically addressed to the reemployment problems of Vietnam veter-

ans; however, because of their general nature they have tmplica-

tlons for the reemployment of engineers. The Orders require
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contractors and subcontractors who receive $2,500 or more of

federal funds to report their job openings with the Public

Employment Service Offices. (Note: State and local govern-

ment jurisdictions are also required to do so.) Contractors

in aerospace-defense complied and listings in the State Em-

ployment Service offices for jobs in aerospace and defense

increased after the signing of the first Executive Order.

There is no evidence, however, that the Order has facilitated

the reemployment of engineers. Rather, comments have been

made that contractors prefer direct application, or even re-

ferrals from private employment agencies to a referral from

the Employment Service. These comments are supported by

Allen (1) and Roderick (62) who conclude that employers avoid

agency referrals and view agency applicants as inferior to

direct application.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This study has examined the labor market for engineers

and public efforts to aid their reemployment. The Office of
*

Research and Development (DOL) efforts have demonstrated a

response to the public's concern over engineering unemploy-

ment, particularly in the middle of the 1960's and the begin-

ning of the 1970's.

The research and demonstration projects that have been

synthesized concentrated their attention on mid-career engin-

eers formerly employed in large companies usually in aerospace-

defense. This has also been true for operating programs. Pub-

lic efforts to aid reemployment have been in two directions:

one, direct aid in job placement and two, reorientation and

retraining into new industries and new occupations.

There is a distinct tendency for national attention and

public projects that respond to this attention to be preoccu-

pied with the relatively large layoffs in the aerospace-

defense firms which are supported by federal funds. Reduc-

tions.in the national unemployment statistics for engineers

usually serves to shift resources to other areas of concern.

This often means that local agencies tend to view solutions

to engineers' unemployment as a national problem and hesitate

to commit local resources even when unemployment continues to
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exist within segmented labor markets. A shift in public

priorities and goals to local labor markets is recommended

particularly for a peace-time economy oriented towards

civilian goods.
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APPENDIX

A. Forecasting the Demand and Supply of Engineers and Scientists

Manpower forecasts may be used either as a tool for long-

term public planning or to allow private decision makers to

make more rational decisions. In its first use public econom-

ic and social goals are first stated and then forecasts are

made of the manpower necessary to achieve these public goals.

Educational institutions may direct their courses and enroll-

ments towards these goals. In its second use descriptive

projections are made based on the probable directions of the

product and labor markets. Forecasting is often advocated

because of its promises of allocation and efficiency. It af-

fords a vehicle for either avoiding or minimizing shortages

and surpluses. At the very least, it may provide a warning

of serious imbalances towards which manpower programs may be

addressed.

In the United States forecasting is of the second type

(39). There exists neither a central forecasting agency nor

generally accepted national goals towards which sources of

labor supply such as educational and training institutions

can set their programs. Forecasting is decentralized and

engaged in by both public and private agencies.

Three generalizations can be made about manpower projec-

tions in the United States: first, there is a similarity in
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techniques, second, a similar set of alternative national, eco-

nomic and social goals are used as assumptions for forecasting

at the national level, and third, considerable attention is

given to the implications of federal expenditures on the public

and private employment of engineers and scientists. This ap-

pendix reviews the principal techniques med to forecast the

demand and supply of engineers and scientists, the forecasts

that are available and the current use of these forecasts and,

finally, draws some ccuclusions and recommendations.

Forecasting Techniques

Thrc:= principal techniques have been employed to forecast

the demand for and supply of engineers and scientists. These

three techniques are: input-output analysis, regression anal-

ysis and the use of federal contractual obligations.

InpulzgllusAnalysis. Input-output analysis, or the

interindustry transactions approach, consists of manipulating

a tabular model of the economy, which lists the transactions

among all producing industries and between them and the final

demand sectors. The first uses of this approach for forecast-

ing engineers and scientists were made at the beginning of the

1960's when a number of private studies sought to predict the

effects of disarmament on employment. Characteristics of

these studies is the work of W. Leontieff and M. Hoffenberg (35)

and the work reported in a volume by E. Benoit and K. Boulding. (7)
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These studies forecast changes in employment as a result of a

decline in defense expenditures. They were in the form of

changes in man-hour requirements by industry and did not report

employment by occupational classification. A second group of

studies published at about the same time were motivated by

changing defense requirements rather than partial or general

disarmament. The input-output technique was again used and

this work was aided by the publication of the U. S. Department

of Commerce, Office of Business Economics, Input-Output Struc-

ture of the U. S. Econo : 1958. (75) Characteristics of

these studies were the work of Max A. Rutzick, "Worker Skills

in Current Defense Employment," (63) and Richard P. Oliver,

"Employment Effect of Defense Expenditures." (58)

A shortcoming of the earlier forecasts was their failure

to provide occupational projections. This was overcome by the

development of the BLS matrix of occupational patterns which

gives the per cent of total industry employment found in each

occupation for 164 industries covering 185 occupations. This

matrix is based on the industrial classification used in the

1960 census. Recent examples of studies that have used the

input-output technique to project employment effects of govern-

ment expenditures are the articles by Richard Dempsey and

Douglas Schmude, "Occupational Impact of Defense Expenditures,"

(15) and Richard P. Oliver, "Employment Effects of Reduced
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Defense Spending." (56) Both studies present estimates of

defense-generated employment in private and government in-

dustry by major occupational groups and civilian employment

attributable to defense expenditures by occupation for select-

ed fiscal years from 1965 to 1971.

Two criticisms of the inter-industry transactions ap-

proach for forecasting are that the coefficients in the in-

dustry and employment matrices are based upon past relation-

ships and that this technique is considerably removed from

the actual labor market. Attempts have been made to overcome

these criticisms. The industry matrix of the Office of Busi-

ness and Economics has been updated to 1967 and the Bureau of

Labor Statistics Inter - industry Growth Project has sought to

update the manpower coefficients to more accurately predict

actual employment. An attempt is under way, aided by field

work, to obtain a better understanding of the manner in which

private firms make employment adjustments to federal require-

ments. That is, are workers laid off, downgraded, or shifted

to other tasks or plants.

Regression Analysis. The regression analysis approach

predicts manpower requirements by the use of a model which

contains some of the economic parameters which affect manpower

requirements. It is not necessary that the model contain all

of the parameters. These parameters have .included gross
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national product, labor force and unemployment. The level of

economic activity may be translated into total employment re-

quirements and employment by industry. Employment by industry

is then broken down into occupational manpower requirements.

Representative of the use of this technique is the work con-

ducted by the U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Sta-

tisticS (BLS).

Recent forecasting efforts have sought to combine elements

of both input-output and regression. The Bureau of Labor Sta-

tistics combined them in the following manner. The level of

economic activity and real GNP in 1980 were estimated by com-

bining projections of the total employment with projections of

hours of work and output per man-hour. Separate projections

of these two variables were made for the public and private

sectors of the economy. Once the basic economic variables for

1980 were fixed, detailed industry employment was estimated.

Three methods were used, depending upon the data available,

the level of industry detail required and the characteristics

of the industry. One method relied upon input-output analysis

and required allocating final demand among the major types of

goods and services consumed. Industry employment was then

estimated using the input-output inverse matrix to determine

the output in emplOyment required from each industry supply-

ing materials or services to produce the end product. The
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second procedure involved the use of regression analysis to

estimate employment in each industry. Equations were devel-

oped which were related to industry employment in the past two

decades with different economic variables considered to be

strategic in determining long-run changes in employment.

The BLS also studied some industries individually to determine

the factors expected to influence their future growth. This

approach was used primarily for industries in which past em-

ployment were not indicative of future needs and for which

their model had provided unacceptable results. The results

obtained from input-output analysis, individual industry

studies, regression equations and qualitative information

concerning the technology and structure of the industry were

used to determine employment projections for each industry.

In the third method the BLS translated industry employment

into occupational employment by developing occupational pro-

jections for each industry for 1980. The occupational struc-

ture of each industry was projected from historical statistics

and other factors expected to influence occupational struc-

ture, such as new technology and changes in products. Em-

ployment requirements for most occupations were derived from

the projections of total industry employment and the occupa-

tional patterns for that industry in 1980. Some occupations

are affected by their own complex set of social and economic
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variables and the BLS analysis of the factors affecting em-

ployment were used as the basis for estimating future re-

quirements.

Roger Bezdek (8, 9, 10) and others have also combined

both techniques. A macro forecasting model which combines

an economic growth model, an activity industry matrix, an

inter-industry employment matrix, and the industry occupa-

tion matrix developed by the BLS has been used to re-estimate

BLS projections for engineers and scientists.

Analysis of Federal Contractual Obligations. The third

technique is more limited in its scope awl time period. It

rests on the thesis that there presently exists within a num-

ber of government agencies sufficient data to make short-run

projections of the effects of defense contracts on industrial

manpower requirements within occupational categories. One

of the first attempts to review, evaluate and use the exist-

ing data was undertaken by Robert Aronson. (77) He concluded

that, "...existing sources of data of federal expenditures

on scientific and technical manpower can provide useful re-

sults in measuring the program-employment relationship. The

results obtained, however, represent only broad and approxi-

mate relationships. The manpower planning in connection with

federal programs, data that are more detailed and more pre-

cise and more compatible with a variety of analytic measures
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of activity will be required." A study completed by the

National Planning Association (44) is also indicative of

this approach. A prospective $400 million award by the Navy

in January 1971 to the Electric Boat Division of the General

Dynamics Corporation of Groton, Connecticut for the construc-

tion of a nuclear submarine formed the basis of the NPA's

approach. The objective of the NPA project was to obtain

and identify that data which already exists in the Department

of Defense (DOD) and other federal agencies to prepare pro-

jections of the manpower requirements by occupation likely

to be generated by the Electric Boat contract. Five year

projections of total staffing are prepared by contractors

and listed with the Department of Navy. These projections

are based primarily on work already contracted for. The NPA

concluded that federal contract compliance in equal oppor-

tunity employment also gave complete occupational and skill

breakdowns of all Electric Boat Company employees. Staffing

needs were calculated byaggregating the number of man-hours

to be expended on each vessel built, converted or repaired

during a given period of time. The number of man-hours were

converted into staffing needs based on necessary number of

hours of work per period. These procedures required knowledge

of dates on which ships would commence construction and the

total number of man-hours likely to be expended on each ship

and the pattern of distribution of man-hours during the time
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the ship is worked on. One source of information of attri-

tion, layoff and recall was the local Employment Service of-

fice. The anticipated increase in staffing needs during 1973

were distributed among the various occupations employed at

Electric Boat in the same proportion as these occupations

had been employed during the previous period as reported by

the Maritime Administration. The NPA assumed that the pro-

portions in each occupation would remain the same as new

hires took place. They assumed new hires would stay on the

job because of collective bargaining or company practice.

The NPA concluded that it is possible to compute the number

of new hires in each occupation which would occur at the

entry level with adjustments for apprentices and learners.

Other conclusions of the NPA (44) study were that present

techniques and data sources make it feasible to make projec-

tions of job opportunities by occupation generated by large

federal contracts approximately a year or more in advance

and periodic monitoring and updating of the projections can

make them sensitive to changes in production schedules and

contractor work loads. One of the major weaknesses of the

Federal contractual obligations approach is that of estimat-

ing the multiplier and other indirect effects of procurement

contracts.

The first efforts at manpower projections in the United
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States were concerned with the supply of labor. Most efforts

were concerned with projecting the size of the labor force by

age, sex and race based primarily on demographic factors and

judgments about labor force participation rates. Less work

has been done on projecting supply by skill and occupational

training. This is primarily due to the lack of a baseline or

inventory of the supply of existing skills as of a particular

date from which projections may be made. The baseline data

that is available is concerned with current enrollments and

recent graduates of specific courses, majors in programs in

vocational schools, enrollments in engineering and science

programs and apprenticeship programs. The Bureau of the Cen-

sus and the Bureau of Labor Statistics have been criticized

for ignoring the skill content of jobs and for basing occupa-

tional data on socio - economic status rather than on realistic

assessment of the type of work performed. Two recent attempts

to give a skill content to occupational data have been made

by R. S. Eckhaus (16) and James G. Scoville. (65) Eckhaus (16)

used information contained in the Labor Department's estimates

of work or trait requirements of 4000 jobs. He first trans-

lated levels of general educational development (GED) into

years of education and levels of specific vocational prepara-

tion into months of training time and then used data from the

19.50 population census to estimate the years of schooling and
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periods of training in each industry in 1950. Scoville (65)

developed estimates of the levels of education and training

required by all census occupations in 1956. He used Eckhaus°

translation of GED and SVD levels into years of education and

training and based his study on requirements of 4000 job

titles found in the 1949 edition of the Dictionary of Occupa-

tional Titles (DOT). Scoville's (65) work represents an at-

tempt to assign specific educational and training requirements

to detailed census occupations.

Bezdek and Getzel (10) have estimated education for 16

engineering or scientific occupations by using conversion

tables for the Department of Labor results from the Bureau

of Census occupations. A major source was the 1966 Bureau

of Employment Security's third edition of Dictionary of Occu-

pational Titles which presented for each of 14,000 job titles,

"the amount of general. educational development of specific

vocational preparation required for workers to acquire

knowledge and ability for average performance in a particular

job." The authors estimated the years of education and train-

ing for 10 of 16 occupations in engineering and the sciences.

Recent efforts, particularly that of the BLS, has focused

on the demand side of manpower associated with a particular

Federal program. The set of alternative assumptions concern-

ing national economic and social goals most often employed
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in forecasting is a variation of the following three possi-

bilities:

1. a "status quo" federal budget during which the

economic parameters will grow as they have in the

recent past,

2. a "social welfare" budget where there is a major

national commitment to domestic economic and social

programs and a cutback in defense and aerospace

funding,

3. a "defense" budget where there is an increase in

military commitments and a reduction in domestic

programs.

Examples of the use of alternative federal priorities

are studies by the National Planning Association (NPA) (45)

and the Bul...eau of Labor Statistics supported by the National

Science Foundation. Both studies estimated the direct and

indirect requirements for scientific and technical personnel

due to national pollution control requirements. The three

alternative assumptions used by the NPA were:

1. A "baseline scenario" consistent with the minimal

level of pollution abatement in the late 1970's,

2. A "present policy scenario" allowing for the types

of abatement expected to result from existing leg-

islation as it goes into effect and is implemented

by the industry between 1970 and 1980, and
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3. The "environmental goals scenario," an attempt to

achieve a 100 per cent abatement of most types of

pollutants by the mid-1980's.

Five manufacturing industries were selected: food,

paper, chemicals, primary metals and petroleum refining.

The employment effects of the baseline scenario were estim-

ated with the use of the BLS data which are estimntes of em-

ployment by industry in the 1980's based on a sampling of

industries in manufacturing. In the case of the labor force

in construction, construction outlays representing wages and

anticipated average earnings were projected for total employ-

ment created by these expenditures. Projections of scien-

tists and engineers were made on the basis of their occupa-

tional distribution in the construction industry from the

Department of Labor's Occupation by Industry Matrix of 1980.

The NPA (45) took dollar volume that they thought would be

created by new demand as a result of environmental pollution

laws and put them into the framework of manpower requirements.

The NPA's (45) results are given here in some detail

because of the general interest in the relationship between

pollution controls and the demand for engineers and scien-

tists. Their preliminary findings are:

1. Presently available techniques make it feasible to

anticipate the future scientific manpower requirements gen-

erated by expenditures in pursuit of national goals.
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2. Given the minimum level of pollution abatement in

the baseline scenario which were where things were in 1960,

growth in output would lead to increases in requirements

for scientific manpower.

3. A high priority pollution abatement would signif-

icantly enlarge the share of economy-wide work force of

scientists and engineers employed in these five industries

from 122 per cent to 18 per cent.

4. While most engineers and scientists are expected

to be employed during 1980, more than half of the increment

beyond the baseline consists of greater requirements for

scientists.

5. Most of the growth in the utilization of scientists

is expected to represent greater utilization of chemists and

approximately 3/5 of the anticipated requirements are expect-

ed to take place in the chemical industry.

6. Additional direct employment for scientists is pri-

marily attributable to research and development.

7. Data indicate that the ratio of scientific manpower

to total production workers may be increasing especially if

the environmental goals policy scenario, which is the most

stringent of all the pollution abatement projections made,

is assumed.

6' '
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Data on Engineers, Scientists and Technicians

There is a considerable amount of manpower data on en-

gineers and scientists. Most of it has been collected and

reported with the cooperation of the Bureau of the Census,

the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the National Science

Foundation. The two principal sources of data on engineers

and scientists are,

1. Household interviews, including the decennial cen-

suses, monthly current population surveys and special house-

hold surveys, and

2. Employer surveys, including industry censuses,

monthly payroll reports from individual firms, and special

industry studies.

Data is therefore available from both the occupational

and employment side and from the expenditure side. These

have been reported in the following studies.

1. A study done by the National Science Foundation, NSF

68-30, Employment of Scientists and Engineers in the United

States, 1950-1960 (49) gives time series data categorizing

engineers and scientists and has been revised to include

1967-1970.

2. National Patterns of R&D Resources Funds and Man-

ower in the United States 1953-1972 (48). The original
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publication covered 1953 to 1968 and has been updated to

include 1969-1972. Figures are by expenditures and per-

formance in both the public and the private sector.

3. An annual survey of federal agency expenditures

for scientific activities. The National Science Foundation

has gathered data from several agencies on their expenditures

for scientific activities for R&D work.

4. The Bureau of the Census in its Census of Manu-

facturers goes out to industries to ask them what kinds of

expenditures they are making for R&D work.

5. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Scientific and Technical

Personnel in Industry, 1969 BLS Bulletin 1723. (81) Manpower

data. Data gathered on manpower by industry, number of en-

gineers, scientists and technicians in private industry.

This time series which ends in 1970 was supposed to have been

merged into a national occupational survey which was first

tried out in manufacturing in 1971. The concept was to go

back to the state manpower agencies and develop the occupa-

tional data from the state level by trying it first in manu-

facturing. In 1972 this was supposed to be extended to the

service sector. Difficulties, however, were run into in

getting the data out of the 1971 national occupational sur-

vey. As a result of these difficulties the national occupa-

tional survey has been terminated. This survey provided
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time series data on scientific and technical personnel in

industry. The BLS is no longer gathering data on scientific

and technical personnel based on industry surveys; however,

there is some indication that the BLS will work with those

states who can build up a manpower employment series.

6. A post-censal study conducted by the Bureau of the

Census with the National Science Foundation as a followup to

the 197U census data.

7. Data reported by federal agencies on their employ-

ment of engineers and scientists. This includes the Depart-

ment of Defense, NASA-Economic Information Systems and the

United States Civil Service Commissions Occupations of Fed-

eral White Collar Workers.

8. Data on EST's collected by special labor market

programs administered by the Department of Labor including

TMRP (74) and National Registry for Engineers. (67) These

provide data on age, occupation, training and salary of en-

gineers.

9. A report of the Office of Scientific Personnel,

National Research Council (47) which is based on the results

of a study and survey of doctoral departments in United

States universities in the winter of 1970-1971. The survey

sought to determine the current employment status of recent

recipients of the doctorate and immediate postdoctoral
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candidates in the sciences and engineering. It doesn't dis-

cuss the employment situation of older doctoral scientists

and engineers. In addition the study reports some background

data from doctorate survey files which indicate long-term

trends in scientific and engineering fields. It is based on

data from the National Science Foundation reports, U. S. 0±-

fice of Education, National Endowment of the Humanities and

the National Institutes of Health. Included in this study is

employment information on Ph.D.'s who graduated in 1970 and

mid-year 1971.

The Uses ot Forecasts

There are four uses ot manpower projections ot engineers,

scientists and technicians:

1. Educational planning. Decisions concerned with phys-

ical facilities, finances staffing, curriculum and enrollments.

2. Federal budget allocations. Decisions and lobbying

for federal support of a particular program based on projec-

tions.

3. Vocational guidance for counseling and guidance pur-

poses.

4. Employment by firms. Use by companies enable firms

to adjust their hiring.

In current practice educational planning is decentralized

and usually occurs at departmental levels. In professional

progrms, such as engineering, it may take place at the college
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level. As a consequence of this decentralization and be-

cause individual departments comprise a very small share of

the total market little use has been made of national projec-

tions. This has been less true in engineering schools and

graduate schools that train a signif...cant portion of each

year's graduate engineers and science students. Three re-

cent events have taken place which point to a greater use

of projections and a desire to bring supply into some rela-

tionship with demand. One, is the decline in the rate of

increase in college enrollments which is expected to continue

into the foreseeable future. Two, is a decline in teaching

opportunities and three are the budgetary restrictions fac-

ing institutions of higher education. These three events

have led to greater emphasis on planning at the institution-

al level. There is some indication that engineering schools

are taking the general predictions of forecasting into ac-

count in shaping their curriculum. This has occurred par-

ticularly in planning for the biological sciences and in

environmental topics.

With regard to Federal budget allocations, the BLS

presently has the capability to estimate the manpower demand

of Federal expenditure programs. Employment impact studies

have been done on broad government demand categories and on

certain specific programs.
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The use of projections in lobbying for federal support

usually means a request for more funds and projections are

used only as indications of how much more will be requested.

In vocational guidance, vocational educators have been

among the major demanders of more and better occupational

forecasts. Since each counselor and counselee affects such

a small portion of the total market, national projections are

of less interest than local or regional employment prospects.

Public agencies at the regional and county levels, such as

planning agencies, have begun to offer local projections and

should be encouraged to engage in this activity.

Large firms employing significant numbers of engineers

and scientists engage in forecasting for recruiting purposes

usually at the entry level. Roderick, (62) in an examination

of 21 firms, reports that most firms engaged in some forecast-

ing, usually for one year and almost entirely from the demand

side in the form of numbers, degrees and specialties required.

Forecasting is based on future business activity and the pro-

jection of turnover. The greatest difficulty of firm efforts

was in establishing a relationship between the engineering

work and final production. Roderick (62) concluded that re-

cruiting was practically their only use and even here fore-

casts were accorded no credibility by those responsible for

carrying out staffing operations. They were treated as
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internal exercises and ignored.

Conclusions and Recommendations

1. Data on employment of engineers and scientists is

available from the BLS-NSF time series based on firm surveys.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics time series for the period

1950-66, updated, represents the best data source of employ-

ment in engineering and the natural and physical sciences.

Published by the NSF it is based on the annual BLS survey of

scientific and technical personnel in industry and adjusted

slightly to include self-employed persons and persons employed

in firms smaller than those included in the initial BLS survey.

It is recommended that this series be renewed.

Aronson's (77) study which was limited to projecting

scientific and technical manpower as a result of federal

programs offered the following comments on present data sources

and suggestions for improvement. He concluded that a limited

capability exists for measuring the employment effects of

federal programs in the field of scientific and engineering

manpower. Among the basic problems of measurement in demand

for scientists and engineers is that measures of demand or

requirements for manpower must be directly related to meas-

ures of output such as total employment or the output of goods

and services. Data problems in estimating the effect of fed-

eral spending on employment of scientists and engineers were
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encountered mainly in the measurement of output or expendi-

ture. Information on man-year expenditure is specific to oc-

cupational groups, field of science or engineering and charac-

ter of work. Employment data are reasonably adequate for most

sectors, although the degree of detail varies among the sec-

tors. For practical purposes, measurement of federal employ-

ment effects are also inhibited by several conceptual prob-

lems. The most significant of these is lack of systematic

rationalized and operationally feasible conceptual framework

for relating the physical services of the federal programs to

measures of employment. This study also concluded that given

the present state of information on the employment of engin-

eers and scientists, preference for one or the other estim-

ating approach cannot he easily made. Either the budget meth-

od of estimation or the industry transactions approach give

results that appear reasonable, although to cover all major

dimensions of scientists and engineer employment in the study

both approaches are necessary. The budget approach at present

provides more insight into the sectoral and functional dimen-

sions of the federal employment impact, but is weak on the

occupational and program dimensions. The inter-industry

transactions approach, in contrast, is somewhat stronger in

these two respects. Finally, Aronson (77) recommended that

the general strategy for developing data adequate for
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scientific and technical manpower planning in federal pro-

grams should be improvement of existing data sources rather

than development of a single integrated data system. He

called for greater coordination and compatibility among

the sources of employment expenditure data buttressed by

periodic manpower benchmark surveys for federal involvement.

2. Considerable employment data by occupation is avail-

able from federal agencies, with which to project the effects

of government procurement policies in specific firms and

areas. An early warning system is therefore feasible for

major contractors where the firm has had to project its man-

power requirements. The response to such early warnings by

public manpower agencies is dependent upon the wide spectrum

of demands for the agency's resources. In the NPA (44)

Electric Boat Company study, state agencies had to weigh re-

quests at Groton against alternative demands for training

throughout the state. Two other areas also serve to limit

the effectiveness of early warning and demand requirements.

One is the uncertainty surrounding the awarding of a federal

contract and the second is the unwillingness of public

agencies to commit themselves to a manpower program in ad

vance of the actual need.

3. The present state of the art of projection is a mix

of the use of both input-output analysis and regression
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analysis in completing a forecast. It appears judicious to

continue to encourage the mix. A small number of efforts

have been made tO reconcile the alternative projections on

data sources. The National Planning Association, (45) in

comparing the 1960 NSF study results with the BLS national

industrial-occupational matrix, concluded that the matrix

was slightly higher than the firm studies. Figures were

closest for chemical, civil, industrial, metallurgical, and

mining. Data numbers that were off by the most appear to be

electrical. The BLS matrix is also higher in aeronautical

where the 1960 census shows more than 1960 BLS matrix pro-

jected. EST's from aeronautics may move to other activities.

The census also counted fewer workers projected by the BLS

matrix. One explanation is that people may cross occupa-

ttOns and so they are picked up in a ditterent category in

the census than the matrix projection. That is, people who

report themselves as one kind of engineer wind up doing other

kinds of work and report themselves or their households re-

port themselves another way in the census survey. The Nation-

al Planning Association (45) attributes the differences to

census data based on a 5 per cent household survey in 1960

and a 25 per cent household survey in 1970, while the BLS

sampled firms. In this study, they gave a heavier weight to

the BLS data. The household surveys and the decennial census
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run the risk that individual family members may have only

limited information regarding the employment of members of

their family by such details as specific job title and occu-

pation by industry. The NSF hopes to overcome this objection

in its post-censal study by refining a sample. Because of

these objections, survey data based on firm responses has

been considered more accurate.

Bezdek (8) has also made comparisons between the BLS

forecasts for 1975 and 1980 in his own results. He concludes

that in each year there is a considerable difference in the

estimates of total manpower requirements with considerably

more variation for individual occupations than for aggregate

occupational groups. He attributes some of this difference

to the sensitivity of the projections to different policy

assumptions of the respective forecasting groups. Such

comparative studies should be encouraged.

4. The recent acceptance of both public and private

forecasters of the need to employ the budget approach is to

be commended. Stating different mixes of federal programs

and national budget priorities eliminates the earlier crit-

icism of forecasting in the United States. At the present

time there appears to be no good reason to standardize as-

sumptions nor to prefer one set of assumptions over others

that have been offered. Rather the employment of various
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mixes is to be encouraged.

5. There is a need to develop a reconciliation of data

bases in use in the inter-industry national employment matrix

and the inter-industry occupational matrix. The BLS is cur-

rently engaged in this activity.

6. Continuous work on obtaining standard occupational

classifications which are sensitive to changes in the job

content of occupations, particularly the character of work,

is recommended.

7. It is useful to continue research that projects man-

power requirements due to federal priorities and expenditures.

If there is a shift from military priorities to social and do-

mestic priorities, there is every indication that federal funds

will still provide the major portion of the impetus.

8. Educational institutions should be encouraged to make

greater use of forecasts.

9. Revenue sharing poses several issues for the fore-

casting of engineers and scientists. Projections for engin-

eers and scientists have heretofore been concentrated at the

national level. If local manpower funds are to be devoted to

engineers and scientists forecasters will have to turn some

of their attention to local markets. State and local manpower

practitioners may be reluctant to devote resources and funds

to engineers and scientists who are considered highly mobile.
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B. Summary of Research and Demonstration
Projects and Operating Programs

Allen, Thomas Lee. Aerospace Cutbacks: Impact on the
Companies and Engineering Employment in Southern
California.

Reemployment experience of a sample of unemployed
engineers in Southern California who experienced over
twelve months unemployment since July 1969. Econometric
model of reemployment experience and statistical tests of
the model with sample data. Also included summary of lit,
erature and analysis of reemployment programs.

Bain, Trevor. Defense Man ower and Contract Termination.

Reemployment experience of a sample of unemployed
engineers, scientists, technicians and production workers
in Tucson, Arizona in 1963-1964. Econometric model of re-
employment experience and multivarite statistical tests of
the model with sample data. Also includes results of appli-
cation of computer program for identifying important sub-
groups.

Battelle. Final Reyort on a Survey of Em loEmployees
Affected by Reductions in NASA Contracts.

Reemployment experience of unemployed engineers, scien-
tists, administrators, office staff and production workers
across the country in 1968-1970. Includes information on
income changes and mobility.

Brown, Thomas D. An Analysis of Reemployment and Unemployment
of En ineers Laid off from NASA Aerospace Contracts be-
tween June of 1968 and October of 1970.

Reemployment experience of 718 self-classified engineers
in 1968-1970 based on data collected by Battelle. Economet-
ric models of asking salary related to unemployment experience
and employment status related to personal and economic char-
acteristics. Multivarite tests of the models with sample data.
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Fishman, Leslie and Jay Allen, Byron Bunger, Curt Eaton.
Reemployment Experiences of Defense Workers: A Statis-
tical Analysis of the Boeing, Martin, and Republic Layoffs.

Statistical analysis of the data from three reemployment
studies sponsored by the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
of layoffs in aerospace in 1963-1965 in Seattle, Denver and
Long Island. Studies included engineers, scientists, techni-
cians and production workers. Single and multiple regression
analysis of reemployment experience with the use of personal
characteristics and economic variables.

Loomba, R. .P. and Unemployment
E eriences of Scientists and Engineers Laid off from
b2 Aerospace and Electronics Firms in the San Francisco
Bay Area during 1963 -65.

Reemployment experience of a sample of unemployed scien-
tists and engineers in the San Francisco area in 1963-65.
Includes job search activities, job histories and occupation-
al conversion.

Mooney, Joseph D. Displaced Engineers and Scientists: An
Analysis of the Labor Market Adjustment of Professional
Personnel.

Reemployment experiences of a sample of unemployed aero-
space engineers in the Boston area in 1963-1964. Econometric
model ot reemployment experience and statistical tests of the
model with sample data. Also includes discussion of job in-
tormation channels and the effects of federal policies and
funds on the engineering labor market.

Roderick, Roger D. An Organizational Analysis ot the Hiring
of Engineers.

Analysis ot the employment policies and procedures for
entry and experienced engineers based upon interviews with
firms across the country. Includes extensive discussion of
the development and use of manpower forecasts by companies,
salary determination and a summary of labor market literature.

Thompson, Paul H. The Effects of Unemployment on Engineering
Careers.

Reemployment experience of engineers in 1969-1971 on
East and West Coasts. Includes sections on retraining,
education and job counseling.
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Turner, Robert G. and William M. Whitaker. A Survey of the
Post Layoff Experiences of Aerospace Workers in Brevard
County, Florida.

Reemployment experience of a sple of engineers, sc.lien-
tists, technicians and production workers in Florida, 1968-
1971.

Aerospace Em loyment Project (AEP), National League of Cities
and United States Conference of Mayors, Washington, D.C.

The Aerospace Employment Project (AEP), conducted in
1971, was designed to determine (1) whether the professional
manpower needs of state and local governments related to
Model City capacity building objectives could be met effec-
tively, in part, from the ranks of unemployed aerospace and
defense engineers and scientists, (2) whether a central or-
ganization of state and local governments can develop an ef-
fective interarea network in cooperation with State Employment
Service agencies and professional associations, for selection,
development, and placement, (3) whether professional skills
available from unemployed aerospace and defense engineers
and scientists can assist state and local governments in
the development and utilization of new techniques in the
solution of regional, state, and local problems, (4) whether
a brief orientation and financial assistance for on-the-job
development is necessary and adequate to aid the transfer of
such personnel. Month-long orientation programs on state
and local government affairs were conducted at MIT and The
University of California, Berkeley.

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Employment
Workshops (AIAA Workshops), American Institute of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics, New York City, New York.

The AIAA Workshops, conducted in 1970 and 1971, were
designed to determine whether three sessions on job search
techniques would aid reemployment. The three sessions in-
cluded methods of finding employment, writing letters and
resumes and interview techniques. Workshops continued to
June 1973 with TMRP funds.

National Registry for Engineers, Department of Human Resources
Development, Sacramento, California.

The National Registry, conducted from November 1970 to
June 1973, was a national, computer based job bank system
administered by the Department of Human Resources Develop-
ment in Sacramento, California. Engineers, scientists and
technicians placed applications directly with the Registry
and employers placed job requirements directly with the
Registry.
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Skills Conversion Project, National Society of Professional
Engineers, New York City, New York.

The Skills Conversion Project, conducted in 1971 with
TMRP funds, was designed to determine (1) the identification
of industrial fields for present and future utilization of
technological skills, (2) identification of specific skills
of unemployed engineers and scientists directly applicable
to public and private service, (3) identification of fields
which require skill conversion of product reorientation,
(4) projections of professional job opportunities. Fourteen
volunteer study teams investigated sixteen industries.

Technology Mobilization and Reemployment Program for Engineers,
Scientists and Technicians (TMRP), U. S. Employment Ser-
vice.

TMRP was conducted from April 1971 to June 1973 by the
U. S. Employment Service. The program included (1) job pro-
motion through special Engineers, Scientists, and Techni-
cians (EST) Job Development Units in local offices, (2) job
search grants to explore job opportunities outside their
home areas, (3) relocation grants beyond normal commuting
range, (0 on-the-job and institutional training with MPTA
funds. Eligibility for the program was confined to engin-
eers, scientists and technicians formerly employed at least
twelve out of the last twenty-four months by aerospace or de-
fense companies, or 21 months within the last five years.

Technology Utilization Project (TUP), National Society of
Professional Engineers, New York City, New York.

The Technology Utilization Project (TUP), conducted in
1972 and 1973 with TMRP funds,was designed to determine (1)
whether the technical skills possessed by aerospace and de-
fense engineers could be transferred to civilian and public
programs after a short orientation program (2) the require-
ments and content of such a program. Eleven programs were
initially selected from those surveyed in the Skills Con-
version Project. Training was conducted at academic insti-
tutions.

Volunteer Engineers, Scientists, Technicians (VEST), American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, New York
City, New York.

The VEST program was conducted from June 1971 to April
1973. It was a self-help program manned by unemployed,
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volunteer engineers, scientists and technicians to aid
their own reemployment. Local VEST chapters across the
country were established in conjunction with State Employ-
ment Service offices which provided housing and clerical
support. The VEST chapters engaged in job development and
conducted employment workshops.
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